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or persons whose addiction
includes the use of cocaine,
that choice may be found within
CONTINUUM, Lifeline's fuff
spectrum of care.

~

Placement within CONTINUUM
is diagnostically based and
criteria-driven. Patient, family,
and employer are fully involved
to ensure an individualized
treatment and recovery plan that
integrates ail facets of the
patient's life.
CONTINUUM ensures that
chemical dependency treatment
dollars are appropriately
allocated, while offering the
employee the best possible
setting for recovery.
That's the Lifeline CONTINUUM
choice. Why not make it your
choice today?
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THE LAMP OF KNOWLEDGE,shownonthecover
of this issue, embodies values that are increasingly
important to the EAP field.
~,o
Educltion, training and
certification represent a
concerted effort by EAPA and the Employee Assistance
Certification Commission (EACC) to further the development of our profession-in-the-making. Today, in order for
EAP practitioners to "know their business," they must have
a firm grasp of a unique, interdisciplinary, commonly accepted body of knowledge.
The Certified Employee Assistance Professional (CEAP)
designation is now well established within our field. So
EAPA and the EACC have their sites set on helping the CEAP
designation to continue gaining legitimacy in business and
government, keeping the certification and recertification
programs in step with current practices and trends in the
field, and developing a credible education and training
program.

•

How education, training
and certification are being
t~ er
responsive to the needs of
EAPAmembersandCEAPs.
~6) Who sits on the EACC
and -EAPA's Education &
Training Committee. (7)
What the newly revised descriptions of EAP practice, delineatedbytheEACC'sContentAreas,are.(8)HowEAPAplans
to kick education and training into high gear. (9) How the
EAP field's professional educators and trainers(e.g. consultants, entrepreneurs and professors) may be .invited to
particapate. (10) What the new CEAP exam dates are for
1992.

From a
a flame

IF YOU ARE IN THE DARK about the education, training
and certification activities of EAPA and the EACC, here are
10 things that our 10 pages of feature coverage will show
you: (1) What EAPA's involvement is vis-a-vis the EACC.
(2) How the two groups are distinct, yet work together for
mutual benefit. (3) What activities have brought us to this
point in time,shown point-by-point on a time line. (4) How
the certification and recertification processes work. (5)
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Huron Valley, New Jersey
chapters are highlighted

FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

9~
n March 12th and 13th, EAPA
is having its first annual Legislativeand Public Policy Conference in Washington, D.C. This is
certainly a significant event in the history of our organization. Moreover,
suspect that it is happening at about
the same stage as the development of
EAP as a profession, much like in the
development of other professions before us. In otherwords; as indigenous
vocational movements grew and
identified their parameters and goals,
it became necessary to seek validation
through their societal institutions, including government.
Of course, there are many other
institutions besides governmentwh ich
have an essential role in preserving
and validating the role of the profession in a society. These include the
press, organized labor, business, the
educational system, and local communities. A successful public policy
strategy will encompass all of these.
Your association has been engaged in
activities in many of these areas, like
the public relations campaign which
is focusing on major media outlets and
the certification effort which is now
forcing us to make plans for an education and training effort. The strategic
planning effort which Paul Sherman
and Brad Googins are directing will
produce a comprehensive public
policy.
Of course, a major component of
publ is policy is the shaping of government activity that influences the field
and using the mechanisms of government. The particular plans that are
appropriateatonetimewill becounterindicated at a later time. One reason
for this is that the needs of the field and
the state of the art of the practitioners
change over time. Another reason is
that the mood of the body politic and
its elected representatives changes.
The landmark federal legislation in
the EAP field was the "Hughes Bi I I." It

was passed in the early 1970s when
there still was a great national fervor
for the type of social legislation that

,~I

~'
characterized the Great Society programs of the Johnson administration.
Senator Hughes says that it was the
enthusiasmoftheyoungwarriorsfrom
the Kennedy administration that attractedhimtooffice. However, it took
years of carefu(plan n i ng and ded icated
hard work to final ly get the bi I I passed
during the Nixon administration.
Probably the best-known line of
President Kennedy's inauguration
speech was, "Ask not what your
country can do for you, ask what you
can do for your country." As events
evolved in the late 60s and early 70s,
the mood of the nation seemed to drift
away from that to more support for
large government efforts and national
leadership emanating from the federal
government. In the late 70s and
throughout the 80s,the mood seemed
to change again to one of government
laissez-faire for the vulnerable. and
economic Darwinism for the strong.

"The particular
(public ~~olicy) plans
that are appropriate at
one time will be
counter-inclicatecl at
i1f10tf1E'1' tlClle.~~

Pub I is policy strategy,therefore, wou Id
bedifferentthan intheerasof Kennedy,
Johnson or Reagan. My point is that
even if the EAP field was at the stage it
is now,strategywould have differed in
ways that reflect the national mood.
Th is means that one of the tasks for
your association and all EAP practitioners is to not only know what our
public policy goals are, but to make
surethatthey make senseforthe present
time. It may be easy to look back 30
years and describe the mood. But,
when there were missiles in Cuba and
resistancetoschoolintegration,itmust
not have been easy for the future U.S.
senator from Iowa to know what to do.
Now with a war in the Persian Gulf
and a recession at home, we have to
be just as careful in our choices.

It seems to me that EAPs are tailor
made for the situations that face the
country here in the early 90s. With a
huge national debt that seems to be
resisting all attempts to curtail its
growth, government policy makers at
all levels are unlikely to respond to
requests for federal funding. On the
other hand,they are going to be looking
for policy initiatives that address national problems and do not require
government money. EAPs are madeto-order for this. In addition, they are
going to assist the nation with the
critical industrial problems we have
because of international competition
and changing demographics. As a
country, the United States is simply
going to have to do more,and technologycan only get us so far. We need a
healthy work force and we need to
acclimate people to a technical and
demandingworkenvironment. Again,
EAPs are made-to-order.
The health care crisis is another
opportunity for intervention through
EAP public policy. It is impacting
employers, families, providers, thirdparty payors, and all of the health care
professions. With the crisis being felt
so widely, legislators, regulators and
other policy makers all are wrestling
with the issues. EAPs have experiences
which have to be introduced to this
debate. Not only does the debate
provide us with opportunities to promote EAPs in many of the proposed
short-term solutions, EAPs must plan
for and influence the national health
care plan that will ultimately emerge.
The involvement of al I of these groups
provides numerous opportunities for
coalition building. In Washington,
D.C., EAPA participates in several formal and informal coalitions, and our
strategy is to seek out more of such
opportunities. This is alsotaking place
in several states, such as California,
and has to be part of an effective
public policy strategy in each state.
Information and suggestions about
state public policy strategies is a key
objectiveoftheMarch 12-13 meeting.
MARCH 1991
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While EAPA chapters have been active participants in public policy debates in a few states, such as Maine,
Illinois and California, the national
officers and leaders have heard that
members want more of this. President
Dan Lanier has identified this as a goal
for his administration. Since each
state might be at a different stage of
addressing a particular problem, the
national publ is pol icy activity focuses
on providing chapters with knowledge
about effective techniques.
There are certain issues that are
likely to emerge in every state. Managed care is an obvious one, and
legislators should be encouraged to
look critically at how it impacts on
their constituents. Ahhough health insurance regulation is a state function,
thereisafederal "hook"through ERISA.
Congress provided an incentive in
ERISA for employers to avoid state
regulation by encouraging self-insurance. Since Congress is partially responsiblefor the managed care mess,
it should share the responsibility for
addressing it. It was encouraging to
hear the deputy director of the Office
of National Drug Control Policy, Dr.
Herbert Kleber, say that a review of
managed care is part of the strategy
which the President sent to Congress
on February 1st.
A key component of the EAPA
Public Policy Strategy remains the
inclusion of the "legal definition of
EAP"instate and national law, as well
as in regulations, guidelines and literature produced by public agencies.
This definition was adopted by the
Board of Directors and reads:
An Employee Assistance Program
(EAP)shall be a workplace-based programdesigned to assist in the identification and resolution of productivity
problems associated with employees
impaired by personal concerns including, but not limited to: alcohol,
drug, legal, emotional,stress and other
personal concerns which may adversely affect employee job performance.
The specific core activities ofEAPs
shall include both ofthe following:(1)
Expert consultation and training to
appropriate persons in the identificationand resolution ofjob-performance
issues related to the employee personal concerns listed above.(2) Confidential, appropriate and timely
problem-assessmentservices;referrals

6
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for appropriate diagnosis, treatment
and assistance; establishing linkages
between workplace community resources that provide such services;
anc~ follow-up services for employees
who use those services.
In addition to adopting the definition, legislation needs to pinpoint the
agencies in federal, state and local
governments that are responsible for
developing EAPs. Since EAPs do not
require an outlay of money, but are a
way to address so money, challenges
facing labor and management, one
would think that government agencies
would be anxious to work with us.
believe that they will be—once we

inform policy makers of our value. Of
course, there may be vested interests
that at first seem threatened by EAPA,
but sustained effort, good planning
and effective coalition building can
overcome them.
The development of the CEAP
provides one vehicle for educating
public policy makers about EAP. Just
as other professions have been recogn ized bylaw,the EAP practice needs
to be through adoption of CEAP by
government. This will not only help
EAPgrowth, itwill providegovernment
public policy makers with assurances
that there is a benchmark to measure
EAP competency to carry out the responsibilities which we seek.
i~

EAPA-Legal Action Center relationship is clarified
EAPA headquarters has received
inquiries about the relationship between EAPA and the Legal Action
Center, which provides legislative
consulting services to EAPA. EAPA
has a contract with New York Citybased Legal Action Center to provide consulting to EAPA on legislative issues. When requested, the
Legal Action Center also provides
other functions for EAPA, such as
attending committee hearings on
Capitol Hill.
The individuals at the Legal Action Center chiefly responsible for
the performance of the contract are
Ellen Weber and Susan Galbraith,
who work out of the Center's
Washington, D.C. office.
EAPA began contracting with the
Legal Action Center afterthe sudden
death of our previous legislative
consultant, Glenda Knight, in November 1989. The Legal Action

Center specializes in alcohol, drug
and AIDS issues and advocates for
legal protection for chemically dependentindividuals, particularly in
the workplace, and for the expansion of treatment and prevention
services for all individuals. One
reason that EAPA selected the Centertoprovide legislative consulting
services is because the positions it
takes on common issues, in general, are compatible with EAPA's
interests. It is important to note,
however, that EAPA does not specificallyendorse positions taken or
statements made by the Legal Action Center that are not directly
related to the performance of its
contract with E,4PA. Such statements regularly appear in the Legal
Action Center's monthly publication, Action Watch, which reports
on federal legislative and agency
activity.

Standardsfree to members,reimbursement available
At its February 7th meeting, EAPA's
Executive Committee decided that,
effective immediately,the Standards
for Employee Assistance Programs
will be free to members. Also,members who have already purchased a
copy of the Standards will be reimbursed upon request. However,
reimbursement will be paid only for
a single copy per member, despite
the total number a member has. previouslypurchased.

A clip-out form to order the
Standards or be reimbursed for a
previous purchase of the Standards
appears on page 35. This offer is
time-limited, and requests must be
received by May 15, 1991. This
offer does not apply to
nonmembers. Also, the Standards
will now be included in new
member kits issued by the Membership Department.
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NAME
ADDRESS -—
— CITY
IS ABOVE ADDRESS OFFICE OR HOME?
PHONE: Office

~

~

'
~

~

—

home

Professional degrees and training, licenses, cer#ifications

Current position and professional activities

~,..
~

Estimate annual number of:
15sessment & ieferr7ls
counseling sessions
other (specify)

~

~

Current professional liability carrier (if any):

'

_ _,

--

~

~

ZIP

NO

~
~
~
~

1

-

Are you a member in good standing of EAPA?
YES,

~

STATE_

~~'
~

~~

~~
~

-

---

Annual income derived from
employee assistance practice
1~ _
--19 , - $
-

—

Have you ever been declined for professional liability insurance coverage? YES _

NO

If yes, please explain

Haveyouhad any professionalliability lawsuits and/or claims brought against you in the last five (5)
years? YES ___ NO
_If yes, please explain on ~ se~arlte sheet of paper.

SIGNATURE OF`APPLICANT

DATE

SIGNING TNIS FORM AND TENDERING THE PREMIUM-0QES NOT BIND THE APPLICAN"f NOR THE COMPANY/UNDERWRITER TO COMPLETE THE INSURANCE
COVERAGE. iFTHE INSURANCE ~IS EFFECTED;PAILURETO RESPOND CORRECTLY TO THC QUESTIONS CONTAW[D H[REIN MAY RESULT IN VOIDWG OF THC
COVERAGE.

THIS APPLICATION MUST BE COMPLETED IN FULL. IF A QUESTION DOES NOT PERTAIN TO YOU, PLEASE
ENTER "N/A".- THE APPL{CATION MUST BE SIGNED. PLEASE SEE THE INFORMATION ON THE REVERSE SIDE
OF THIS FORM FOR THE DEADLINE OF THIS APPLICATION.

Return to:
Thomas E. Van Wagner Insurance
21 Maple Avenue
P:O Box'5710
Bay Shore, NY T1706
Questions? Call (516)666-1588

tvlake a`copy of this ap~Jicati~n fir your records.
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PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE POLICY FOR
CERTIFIED EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROFESSIONALS

o

This specizl grogram has been created to meet the professional liability insurance needs of Certified Employee
Assistance Professionals who are members of Employee assistance Piotessionals Association. It provides the
l~roadestavailak~le~iofessional Ii~bilityprotectionforCEAPs ltvcrycompebtiverates, Thepro~;ramis~mderwritten
by ).J. Negley Associates, a firm expert in the field of professional liability. Thomas E. Wan Wzgner Insurance is
the ~~rogram adminisTrator.

POLICY COVERAGE FEATURES

~
~
~

t

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY

1
1

Limit of IiaV~ility for entire group:
$"1,000,000 per claim
$1,000,000 per-person aggregate
1 This coverage is for individual CEAPs
1 Occ~~rrence form
Defense costs in acldiYion to the limit
No clecluctibles

EFFECTIVE DATES OF COVERAGE CYCLES

~
j

1
1

ISSUE OF THE
EXCHANGETHAT
APPLICATION
APPEARS IN

DEADLINE FOR
RETURN OF
FORM

POLICY'S
EFFECTIVE
DATE

POLICY IS
IN EFFECT
UNTIL:

March 1991
June "1991
September 1991
December 1991

April 15, 1991
July "15, 1991
October 15, "1991
January 15, 1991

May 15, 1991
August 15, 1991
November 15, "1991
February 15, 1991

May 15, 1992

PREMIUM
PLUS
ADMIN.
FEE

'

$185
$185
$105
$105

PLAN ADMINISTRATOR AND CONTACT

~
1

Tf~is Clan is administered by TlZOmas E. Van Wagner Insurance, 21 Maple Avenue,P.O. Box 5710, Bay Shore, NY :
11 706;(516) 666-1588; FAX (516)666-9072.

~
~

~

ELIGIBILITY

1

I~

This insurince program is avai table only to Certified Employee Assistance Professionals who are members of EAPA
and meet the program's rec{uirem~nts. The policy E~rovicles professional liability protection for individual CEAPs.
It is not intended for and does not cover physicians, social workers, psychologists or nurses in the.practice.oftheir.-.
professions.

~
~
~

Strategic Planning Will Map EAPA's Growth

How

does a growing association
like EAPA make a successful
transition from a small, loosely
functioning organization to one that
provides extensive membership services, influences public debate, and
plots its activities according to a vision
of its own future?
It formulatesastrategicplan. Atthe
19th EAPA National Conference,
President Dan Lanier identified "development and long-range strategic
planning" as one of the five priorities
of his administration for 1990-92.
EAPA's strategic planning process
actual ly began last summer when thenpresident Tom Pasco named Brad
Googins, who heads the Special
Projects Committee (a standing Board
committee) to chair an ad hoc StrategicPlanning Committee.The committee wrote a list of assumptions about

~~
~~
~,
~~ ~
~~I
~~

the future of the EAP field and EAPA,
then targeted areas for future developmentfor the association. The assumptions and areas of development are
shown in the box below.
Days after the 19th National Conference last fall, in order to complement strategic planning, President
Lanier named Paul Sherman to head a
task force charged with recommending how headquarters operations and
staff capabi I ities cou Id be i mproved to
meet future needs. Sherman, who was
ALMACA president from 1976-78,
consulted with Googins, and both
agreed that planning for headquarters
should occur after the strategic plan's
formulation. To help assure that everyone is"reading from the same page,"
the task force has joined the Strategic
Planning Committee, for which
Sherman has been named cochair.
The committee has prepared a
questionnaire that was distributed to
EAPA's Board members and professional staff. According to Sherman,
"The committee wants to reflect the
broadest possible base of opinions in
its planning. We are looking for feedback that will help us answer three
basic questions. Where is the field

going? Where is the association going?
How can EAPA's headquarters help us
to get there?"
After considering the feedback, the
committee will present a draft report
to the Board of Directors at its spring
meeting in April. The Board has, in
fact, set aside a full day to study it. To
Googins, this is a major step in the
association's maturation. "The world
of EAPs, and the world around EAPs,
are changing. EAPA needs to stay on
top of relevant changes. We have
tended to be reactive over the years,
mostly because we haven't had a
process that enables us to anticipate,
much less influence, the course of
change. Strategic planning, which
hasten to add is an ongoing process,
will provide us with the means to do
this."
Joining Googins and Sherman on
the committee are Maurice Cummi ngs,
Greg DeLapp, Janet Deming,. Ann
George, Bob Dorris, Bryan Lawton,
Bill Perryman, Joanne Pilat, Walt
Reichman and Carl Tisone. The Exchange wi l l Conti n ue to report on strategic planning developments as they
occur.
C~?

..-r,'"Cards

Guiding the Strategic Panning Process
PC°m~t,~ra,~ ~ ~i
• Our Imprinted Stress Cards
Will Create Awareness For
Any Program
• Or Try Our "Design Your Own"
Plastic Promotional Cards
• EAP Posters In 3 Styles

Just call or write for
samples, prices &info

as[ s~m~mer, ~APA's Strategic
Planning Committee constructed
a IisC oY assumC~[ions, or anticipated
developments, in the EAP field and
EAPA. Il was (he bads on which the
committee icicntified die areas of devclo~~ment for the strategic plan.

ASSUMPTIONS
• FAPA will be a more highly
crecientialed profession
• The majority of EAPs will {~e provided by external consultants
• The majority of EAPs will be involved with, or interface with, m~naged care
• EAPs wi I I be subject to greater fiscal
accountability
• Legislztive bodies will have incrcased impact on EAPs
• EAPs will be more involved in hu-

man re5ourccs issues and functions
• Com~> hies will be more involved in
hUlll<lll I-E'SOUf"CG5 ISSUPS

• More treatment will be proviclecl
In EAP and ECS(~mE~loyee counseling
service) programs
AREAS OF DEVELOPMENT
I. Statf O~eralions
A) Organization B) Function
C)Needed changes
II. Orglniaational Structure
A) CurrenC 6) Proposed (pending
bylaws, other C) Chapters/Regions/DistricCs D) Legal status
III. Memf~ershiF~ Services
A) Cw~rent 6) Anticipated C)
Implementation
IV. Research and Development
A) Publications Q) Stand~rcls
V. Finances
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Finances: Finding a Way to Afford !t

EAPA's

strategic planning is continuingon course, butwhen planning turns to actions and results,
will it jibe with financial realities?
Pending a Board of Directors decision
this April to proceed with strategic
planning, the Finance Committee,
headed by National Treasurer Pat
Patrick, will be summoned to make
sure that the attainment of goals does
not exceed our abil ity to pay for them.
But the Finance Committee wi II not
necessarily be assuming the role of
naysayer. According to Patrick, "We
don't want finances to drive strategic
planning or limit its potential. Some
very reputable leaders in the EAP community have put their heads together
for the collective benefit of the association. The Finance Committee sees
it as its job to facilitate the growth and
development that will make EAPA a
top-shelf service organization."
Attimes,this may require reallocating money, making EAPA committees
provide more detailed budget outlays,
stepping up fund-raising solicitations
or col laboratir~g on projects with other
organizations. It may also involve
finding less-expensive ways to get a
task completed. "For one project,
travel may become a heavy expense
when large committees are involved,"
says Patrick. "More conference calls
may be necessary, in which case it
may also be desirable to segment a
project. into pieces and work by subcommittee. For another project, we
may require a committee to provide
more details on how it will complete
the project it has been assigned. There
have been times in the past where
EAPA has gone back to the drawing
board on a project after it was halfway
completed because of unanticipated
problems. This is an expensive habit,
and more scrutiny up front can help us
to spend smarter."

LEAD BY EXAMPLE
Patrick says the Finance Committee
tries to leadbyexample. Although this
EAPA EXCHANGE
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committee has continuous functions
whereas some committees have sporadic activity, its members communicate regularly, every eight weeks by
teleconference and in person at each
National Conference. The committee
maintains balanced geographic and
constituency-group representation so
that special interestswill hopefully not
be overlooked. Patrick emphasizes
that he runs an "open" committee in
that EAPA members are encouraged to
contact Finance Committee members
with their comments and suggestions
about EAPA'sfinancialplanning.(The
committee members, with their addresses, are highlighted at the end of
this article.)
Th is year,the 1991-92 budgetcycle,
which runs from July 1, 1991 to June
30, 1992, is being planned like this: In
early January, budget request forms
were sent to all Board members and
staff. The Board members who are
committee chairs included, among
other things, expenses for doing
committee projects. The regional
representatives included expenses associated with representing EAPA
members in their region on the Board.
Staff budgets were for items such as the
National Conference, public policy,
education &training, and office administration. The forms were due by
the end of January.
During February, Executive Director Tom Delaney and Comptroller
Debra McClard reviewed the budget
requests and wrote a draft budget. The
draft budget was reviewed by Pat
Patrick and the Finance Committee.
During the last week of February, the
Finance Committee and staff held a
conference call to discuss the draft
budget in detail and develop the proposed budget that wi I I be submitted to
the Board of Directors for a vote at its
spring meeting in April.
Once a budget is approved,
throughout the course of the fiscal
year the Finance Committee will examine howactual expenditures match
with budget projections and actual

income.
According to Patrick, "EAPA is financiallysound, but the 1991-92 fiscalyear wi I(present special chat lenges
for the Finance Committee. We will
be regularly involved with the Strategic Planning and Development committees to make sure that when a
project is identified, there is a way to
pay for it."
With prudent financial planning,
Patrick contends, his committee will
be instrumental in helping to "make
things happen" for EAPA.
FINANCE COMMITTEE
MEMBERS
Pat Patrick, CEAP (Chair)
Manager, EAPServices, Union Pacific
Railroad Company, 501 Crawford,
Room 302, Houston, TX 77002
George Cobbs, CEAP
Coordinator, ILWU-PMA, International Longshoremen &Warehouse
Workers, 400 N. Point Street, San
Francisco, CA 94133
Greg DeLapp, CEAP
EAP Administrator, Carpenter Technology Corporation, P.O. Box 14662,
Reading, PA 19612-4662
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RESEARCH
UPDATE

journal a Giant Step Toward Professionalism
by Paul M. Roman
Institute for Behavioral Research
University of Georgia
This article was written in collaboration with Terry Blum, chair of EAPA's
Research Committee.

II systems are go" with the
launching of a new research
journal,to be sponsored and
published by EAPA. The journal was
establ fished with the approval of EAPA's
Board of Directors during its meeting
in October 1990 at New Orleans. In
December, the Executive Committee
approved plans furthering EAPA's
publishing objectives. In this brief
description, I review some of those
details.
EAPA's "own" research journal
constitutes a major step in the recognition ofemployee assistance work as
a profession. The purposeofthejournal
will be to publish data-based manuscriptsand research reviews centered
on the range of dimensions of EAP
activity. The intent is to publish only
materials which meet high standards
of peer review and which can be regarded aspart ofthe growing "body of
knowledge"thatshould ultimatelyenhance the effectiveness of EAP work
and contribute to its direction.
Atthesametime,thejournalwill be
published with an awareness that its
contents must be understood by its
readership if it is to be useful. We do
not, however, intend to "talk down"to
the readership or present material in
any way which compromises its scientific integrity.
A PEER-REVIEWED OUTLET
ON EAP STRUCTURE AND
FUNCTIONING
It is our clear intention that the new
journal will provide a home for research materials that are explicitly directed toward issues related to the
structure or functioning of EAPs. At
present, authors of research manu-

scripts with an EAP focus who desire a
peer-reviewed outlet need to "refocus"
their pieces toward the interests of
available journals, such as human resources management, training and
development, substance abuse problems, occupational medicine, organizational behavior, etc. For the new
journal, we wi I I encou rage manuscripts
directed at EAP issues per se.
By the same token, it should be
clear that the new journal is not intended to attract manuscripts that are
appropriately directed at available research journals. Thus, we would tend
not to publish materials which are of
general interest to audiences in, for
example, organizational behavior,
clinical psychology, counseling or
health promotion. Hopefully, each
manuscript in the new journal will be
directed explicitly toward research issues which bear directly on some aspect of how EAPs are designed or how
they function.
WHY SHOULD EAPA
PUBLISH A JOURNAL?
It might be asked whether existing
publications alreadyservethe purposes
toward which the new journal will be
aimed. Put more bluntly, why should
EAPA resources be used to support a
research journal? The response here is
threefold:
• First, several top-quality, existing
publications are directed toward mass
audiences, and provide valuable diffusion of information ideas to practicing
employee assistance professionals.
These publications cannot, however,
sustain strict peer-review practices and
still maintain control over themes and
topics which are necessary to keep
their audiences. Further, manuscripts
in mass media publications are typically very limited in opportunities offered for the detailed presentation of
data and research methodology.
• The second part of this answer is
that available EAP publications are
generally not designed to attract

"We do not intend
to'talk down'to
the readership or
present material in
any way which
compromises its
scientific integrity."
manuscripts based on scientific research methods and generated by
those in the mainstream of behavioral
science research. This, in turn, precludes rigorous editorial and peerreviewstandards,and cu rbs the extent
to which such publications enter into
the mainstream of published scholarship as measured through citation indexes.
• Thirdly, a professional journal
needs to be tied to a significant professiona) association which actively
supports the journal without becomingdirectly involved in controlling or
governing its content. Editorial matters need to be largely independent of
the governance of the association if
the scientific integrity of the journal's
contents are to be recognized and
accepted by the behavioral science
community.
have agreed to serve as the initial
editor-in-chiefofthenewjournal. The
term of this appointment is clearly
"open-ended," but specifics of the
term of the editor-in-chief will be reviewed by EAPA's Executive Committee, following publication of the seconcl volume of the journal.
The journal will be housed at the
Institute for Behavioral Research at
the University of Georgia. This is a
sound location for this new venture,
since it is already home to two other
research journals, the Attitudes and
Cognition Division of the Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology, a
principal publication oftheAmerican
Psychological Association, and the
Journal of Linguistic Anthropology, a
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new journal published by the American Anthropological Association.

EDITORIAL BOARD
An editorial board is beingformed and
should befully in place bythetimethis
article is published. The terms of
office on the editorial board will be
staggered to assure continuity over
time. An effort is being made to assure
the journal's editorial board is composed of active researchers from a
broad range of disciplines. Amongthe
criteria being used to select editorial
board members are:
i. Full-time employment in a positionwhere research is a primary part of
one's work assignment.

"...there will be a
direct reporting
relationship from
the editor-in-chief
to the EAPA
Executive Committee..."
ii. Representation of the substantiveresearch areas and methodologies
that are important to EAP research.
iii. Evidence of ongoing research
and publication in refereed research
journals generally related to EAP activity.
iv. Willingness to cooperate with
others in this new venture and to contribute actively through the review of

Hyland Center...
The 86-bed inpatient/outpatient facility provides effective alcoholism)
chemical dependency treatment for adults. Specialized services include
relapse, cocaine and impaired medical/health professionals treatment
programs.
St. Anthony's Psychiatric Center...
As the area's leader in private psychiatric treatment, the 152-bed
inpatienUoutpatient facility has seven specialized units: Stabilization/
Evaluation, Stress, Senior Stress, Eating Disorders, Dual Diagnosis,
Intermediate and Intensive Care.
Hyland Child and Adolescent Center...
Designed specifically for the treatment of children and adolescents, the
126-bed facility provides six units: Chemical Dependency, Psychiatric,
Stabilization/Evaluation, Dual Diagnosis, Pediatric Psychiatry and
Psychiatric Intensive Care.
You have an option when you call St. Anthony's Medical Center. We offer inpatient
partial hospitalization, and day and evening outpatient treatment programs.
For more detailed program Information, or to schedule an evaluation or admission,
call 314/525-4400 or toll free 1 800 525-2032.

St. Anthony's Medical Center
10010 Kennerly Road • St. Louis, Missouri 63128
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manuscripts and preparation of
manuscripts for review, as appropriate.
The first official act of the new
editorial board will be to reach consensus on the formal title for the new
journal, wh ich wi I I then be researched
for possible copyright problems by
EAPA's legal counsel. The working
title for the new publication is The
Journal of Employee Assistance Program Research. As part of the titlegeneratingprocess, wewill also reach
consensuson an "editorial statement,"
which will formally describe the mission of the journal and which will
appear in each issue.
The editorial board will solicit and
review manuscripts for the journal, as
well as participate in manuscript contribution. Governance of substantive
issues regarding the journal will rest
with the editor-in-chief and the editoria) board. The governance of financial and business aspects of the new
journal will entail liaison at EAPA
headquarters, presently assigned to
technical resource specialist Katherine Gross. As a conduit for suggestions from the editorial board, there
will be a direct reporting relationship
from the editor-in-chief to the EAPA
Executive Comm ittee, with dotted-I i ne
relationships with the Executive Director, Research Committee and Advisory Committee of EAPA Exchange
(to assure continuing distinctive roles
for the two publications).
It is currently planned that pub)ication oftwo issues per year wi I I initial ly
comprise a volume. This may be
extended to quarterly publication if
the flow of manuscripts is appropriate
for such a pattern. It is currently
planned that the research journal will
be distributed to EAPA members as
part of their membership for two calendaryears. The first issue of the new
journal will appear in early 1992, i~

7A3-522-4585

EAPA►'s

he Persian Gulf crisis has disrupted the lives of
thousands, perhaps millions, of families in the
U.S. and throughout the world. The Exchange
would like to hear from EAP professionals participating
in workplace programs for employees and their family
members who have been affected by the Gulf crisis.
Despite the fact that acease-fire to the Gulf War has
been announced, National EAPA is collecting information for our data base on how EAPs are effective in crisis
situations. Also, the War was over at the time of this
writing, but we assume that for some employees/family
members the crisis continues. Please complete this survey and fax it back to EAPA, at (703) 522-4585, by
April 15.

NAME
ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS

PHONE NUMBER

Please check the box that describes your EAP:
❑ Internal management-only program
❑Internal labor-management program
❑Labor program (member assistance program)
❑ External service provider

~~

r4,
u

In general, did the Persian Gulf War
have an effect on the productivity
of your organization's employees
(or, for an external EAP, on the
employees of your organizational
clients)? ❑yes Ono

Has your EAP formed any work-site
support groups for employees with
family members in the Persian Gulf?
❑ yes ❑ no
If yes, please describe

.~~

What other non-EAP services are
being provided by your employer
(or clientcompanies)toemployees
with family members in the Persian Gulf?

D
Is your EAP currently providing, or
did it provide, any special services
as a direct result of the Persian Gulf
crisis? ❑yes ❑ no
If yes, please describe
0
Does your work organization provide any financial assistance (e.g.
401 k loans) to the family members
of employees serving in the Persian
Gulf as reservists? ❑yes ❑ no
If yes, please describe

0
Have you noticed an increase in
your EAP caseload that you attribute to the Persian Gulf crisis?
❑yes ❑ no
If yes, please elaborate on the na-

Have you helped employees or
family members who were upset
or disturbed aboutthe Persian Gulf
crisis, but did not have a family
member directly involved in the
war? ❑yes ❑ no
If yes, please describe

ture of your clients' problems

Use another sheet of paper, if necessary.
Members w/o fax machines are welcome
to mail responses to EAPA headquarters.

EACC U pdates Contend Areas to
Help the EAP Profession Accommodate
Changes in EAP Practice
n 1986, when the Employee Assistance Certification Commission
(EACC)set out on a course to professionalize the EAP field, one of its
first official acts was to separate the
EAP practice into component parts.
These Component parts, or Content
Areas, are based on a process that
started with the "Core Technology for
Employee Assistance Programs," written by Drs. Paul Roman and Terry
Blum. It was followed by knowledges
and compentencies identified by EAP
practitioners and ALMACA members.
The Content Areas are: (1) Work
Organizations, (2) Human Resource
Management, (3) EAP Policy & Administration, (4) EAP Direct Services,
(5)Chemical Dependency and Addictions, and (6) Personal and Psychological Problems. Each of the Content
Areas was then further distinguished
by discrete elements of EAP practice.
This is how the questions used in the
Certification Exam for Employee Assistance Professionals are allotted.
The Content Areas were each assigned a "weight," in the form of a
percentage, to let CEAPs know how
much value the EACC placed on each
one. Content Areas 3 and 4, which.
comprise the d isti ngu fish i ng aspects of

EAP practice, were each assigned a
weight of 30%. Content Areas 1, 2, 5
and 6, which comprise aspects of EAP
practice not unique to the field, were
each assigned aweightof 10%.Hence,
the EACC had determined that the
knowledge and skills encompassed in
Content Areas 3 and 4 (EAP Policy &
Administration and EAP Direct Services) comprise 60% of the EAP practice. The remaining four Content Areascomprise 40%ofthe EAP practice.
Beginning in 1988, these Content
14
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Areas and their weights were applied
to the recertification process that enables CEAPs to acquire professional
developmenthours. TheyguideCEAPs
toward the kinds of education and
training experiences considered de~irable for continued EAP professional
development.
Recognizing growth and the need
to revise the Content Areas, at its
January 7, 1991 meeting the EACC
approved. changes based on input
from EAP practitioners. The changes
are intended to be more reflective of
current EAP practices. The Content
Area titles, themselves, are un-

changed, buttheelements undereach
Content Area have been revised.
Updating the Content Areas is a
reaffirmation of their viability. Similarly, Roman & Blum's "Core Technology for Employee Assistance Programs" (originally published in the
March 1985 issue of THEALMACAN)
was rewritten i n a more contemporary
context and publ fished three years later
as a "reaffirmation" (August 1988 issue of THE ALMACAN). The titles of
each element in the Core Technology
were not changed, but the descriptive
literature was modified.
The following revised Content Areas will officially take effect on Janu-

ary 1, 1992 for both the certification
exam and PDH training. Here are the
descriptions of the revised Content
Areas.
THE EACC's
REVISED CONTENT AREAS
(approved on January 17, 1991)

CONTENT AREA 1
Work Organizations
Knowledge of the principles and practices
upon which organizations sustain them-

selves are at the core of any employee
assistance program. They are the basis for
growth, renewal and maintaining their viability over the years. In addition, it is
equally important to understand the larger
world of work which is influenced by
changing demograph ics, pol icies and trade.
A. Structures: corporate, government, labor unions, education
B. Organizational Dynamics: mission,
development, power, change, renewal
C. Organizational Culture: formal, informal, external environment, ethics, demographics
D.Management:decision making,span of
control, policy development
E. Finance/Budget: budgeting, business
plans, capitalization
F. Risk Management: insurance, loss control, retention
G. Marketing: products, segments, distribution

CONTENT AREA 2
Human Resource Management
A successfu I employee assistance program
operates within the context of a specific
organization and ultimately must become
an integral part of it. How human resources are organized, managed and financed are important aspects of an EAP.
Because these functions are increasingly
affected by competition for ski I led workers
and legal mandates setting workplace
standards, an EAP must adapt to these
changes.
A. Employment:employment policies and
procedures, hiring, payroll
B. Separation: retirement, termination,
layoff, long-term disability, work-force reduction, outplacement
C. Supervision: appraisals, discipline, rewards
D. Legal Mandates: EEO, OSHA, ERISA,
IRS, state worker's compensation, Drug-

Free Workplace Act regulations, Americans With Disabilities Act
E. Health &Wellness: benefits coverage,
COBRA,prevention, managed care,PPOs,
carve outs
F. Other Benefits: vacation, day care,401 k
G. Collective Bargaining: contracts,
grievances, arbitration
H.Safety &Security: hazard control, theft,
screening
I. Employee/Labor Relations: communications, grievances, group events
).Training &Career Development: career
ladders,OJT,skill development, mentoring

CONTENT AREA 3
EAP Policy &Administration
EAPs developed their unique program
features by almost 50 years of experimentation in the workplace. Basic concepts
and practices which have stood the test of
time are at the core of EAP operations.
However, policy, administration and programmingaredynamic andareevolving in
practice. The influence of new technology
and new applications in an evolving
workplace, and in a diverse work force,
are expanding the knowledge base even
further.
A. History &Principles: roots, ethics, professionalism
B. Policy Development: standards, models,program confidentiality, managed care
C. Demographic Variables: gender,
sexual orientation, age, race, culture,
physically challenged, socioeconomic
factors, immigrant status
D. Legal Issues: liability, confidentiality/
privacy law, duty to warp
E. Program Implementation: administration, support, budget
F. Promotion: case finding, publicity,
communications
G. Accountability: records, information
systems, evaluation
H. Management:cases, departmental liaisons
I. Marketing: external, internal, products
J. Training: supervisors, labor representatives, work groups
K. Community Resources: identification,
contracts, evaluation, protocols

CONTENT AREA 4
EAP Direct Services
Interacting with individuals in the work
organization is the point-of-delivery of
employee assistance services. Whether
that interaction is with an employee to
solve a personal problem or the benefits
manager to change outpatient coverage,
EAP direct services constitute an EAP's
reason for being.

A. Departmental Consultation: human
resources, benefits, employee relations
B. Supervisors/Union Representatives:
consultation, coaching, constructive confrontation, referrals
C. Employee Services: orientation, communication, education
D. Individual Services: intake, assessment, interim support, referral, follow up,
closure
E. Resource Relations: selection, communications, case management
F. Case Confidentiality: employer, individual, treatment provider
G. Special Interventions: executive intervention, crisis management, conflict
resolution, critical incident debriefing,
safety-sensitive employees

CONTENT AREA 5
Chemical Dependency and Other
Addictions
Knowledge of chemical dependency and
addictions is essential to successfully help
employees and family members with these
problems. Dealing with addiction in the
workplace has its own special demands
and opportunities which can enhance or
undermine any treatment the employees
receive. An EAP not only needs to understand the treatment issues, but the workplace intervention issues as well.
A. Chemical Abuse/Dependence: disease
concept, process, signs &symptoms, relapse, prescription drug abuse
B.Workplace Problems:job performance,
risk factors, costs
C. Workplace Identification: supervision,
peers, screening, medical, accidents
D. Health Benefits: coverage, carve outs,
managed care, PPOs, HMOs
E. Treatment: diagnostic methods, continuum ofcare, medical, self-help groups,
attitude towards relapse, back-to-work
agreements
F. Demographic Variables: gender,sexual
orientation, age, race, culture, physically
challenged, socioeconomic factors, immigrant status
G. Illegal Drugs: laws, company policy,
monitoring drug screens, attitudes toward
relapse
H. Related Problems: dual diagnosis,
family violence, codependency, dysfunction of family and adult children
I. Non-Chemical Addictions: eating disorders, compulsive gambling, sexual addiction

CONTENT AREA 6
Personal and Psychological Problems
Most of the personal problems an EAP
encounters are in this Content Area.Therefore, understanding their characteristics

and resources for assistance is of prime
importance. Equally important is understandingthe limitations and opportunities
forthe EAPto helpwithin thecontext of the
organization and the resources available.
A. Types:family, legal, interpersonal, psychological, physical health, e.g. AIDS
B. Workplace Problems: absenteeism,
disruption, costs
C. Workplace Identification: supervision,
peers, family, screening, medical, accidents
D. Health Benefits: coverage, carve outs,
managed care, PPOs, HMOs
E. Treatment: diagnostic methods, continuum of care, medical, therapies, psychopharmacology
F. Demographic Variables: gender,sexual
orientation, age, race, culture, physically
challenged,socioeconomic factors, immigrant status
G. Crisis Management: counseling, case
management, referral
H. Counseling Relationship: therapist/client relationship, engagement limits, com1~
petence, contracting, closure

90 day post-primary chemical
dependency programs—
Minneapolis, MN /Phoenix, AZ
•CARF Accredited
•12-Step
•Work Requirement
•Separate Men's and
Women's Facilities
•Affordable
1-800-328-4827 Ext 2353
6612 Lyndale Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55423
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EACC COMINGS AND GOINGS
nyone who has watched the
Employee Assistance Certification Commission (EACC) develop since its fledgling drys of the
mid 1980s can tel I you it's a governing
body in continuous transition. From
out of its relatively turbulent formative
years,tl~eCommission has emerged as
a reputable mainstay in the EAP field,
and has provided the leadersh ip for an
EAP profession to emerge.
As the preceding articles on the
revised Content Areas and the Sandra
Turner interview show, the EACC is
keenly aware of the need for continuousprocessrefinement. Here are some
new developments from the EACC.
IF YOU DON'T HAVE THE NECESSARY
EXPERIENCE,YOU SHOULDN'TAPPLY!!
Are you a CEAP who is concerned

about people who might be lying on
their examination application by
claiming to have the necessary EAP
experience when in fact they don't?
Effective with the December 10, 1988
examination, the eligibility requirementfor taki ngthe CEAP exam is now
three years of full-time experience in
EAP or 3,000 hours ofpart-time experience within athree-year period.
(Otherwork experience is nottransferrable in meetingtheeligibility requirement.)
The Commission has received
complaints about persons taking the
exam who lack the required experience in the EAP field. Hence, at its
meeting on January 1 1 -17, the EACC
voted to institute a new procedure
whereby anyone wanting to sit for the
exam must first have his or her EAP
experience verified and approved by
the Commission prior to taking the

exam. This process is in effect now.
All candidates for the May 11, 1991
exam musthavetheirexperienceverified. Anyone who has signed up early
to take the exam early must also meet
this requirement.
TEST QUESTIONS MUST NOW BE
SUBMITTED BY TRAINERS

The EACC now requires that when
trainers of PDH events submit their
Block of Training form, a multiplechoicetest question must be included
that will be used for developing future
examinations. The question must be
in the same Content Area as the
training. The policy was also enacted
at the January 17-19 meeting.
SUBMITTING QUESTIONS FOR PDHs
On the next page is a description of
the various means of accruing PDHs.
One of the most underutilized means
has been submission of test questions.
That is, except in the case ofAnn Clark
ofSan Diego. Clark recentlyassembled
athree-person group,including fel low
CEAPs Susan Griffin and John Nelson,
for an Item-Writing Session. Putting
their collective heads together, they
wrote 430 test questions. At the rate of
one PDH awarded per person for every five test questions, each of them
earned 86 PDHs!
Says Clark, "I was a university professorfor many years, and I feel that a
test should be a learning experience.
In amultiple-choice test, the wrong
answers are as important as the right
ones, so we concentrated on drafting
questions that require a great deal of
thought. We feel that if the CEAP
examination reflects a philosophical
commitment to high standards, it re-

Shown at right are the EACC's current commisioners. Sitting are (I-r): Cynthia Sulaski, Sandra
Turner—Chair, Celina Pagani-Tousignant, and T ~rry Cowan. Standing are (I-r): Winston George,
Don Godwin, Betty Reddy, Russ Binicki, Georg e Grant, Carol Boone, Tom Delaney (ex officio
member), Richard Bollaert and Muriel Gray.

At the EACC meeting this January, Betty Reddy
(I) received a special recognition from Sandra
Turner. Betty,afoundingEACCcommissioner,
expressed her graditude for the opportunity to
help the EAP field grow into a profession.

flects well on CEAPs and the EAP
profession."
Clark says that the group pulled
together current articles from publications inthe EAPand related fields and
struck on a number of contemporary
issues in the EAP field, such as sexual
harassment and ERISA.
EACC OFFICE IMPROVEMENTS
The EACC staff at EAPA headquarters has been strengthened. Mary
Schmidt, who has been on staff since
1986, stays on as certification administration manager. She is joined by
Mary Brewer, the certification clerk,
and also has temporary help more
often than not.
)ust as the number of CEAPs continues to grow—there are 4,320 right
now—so does the paperwork. The
office has recently installed ceiling-tofloor sliding files to handle all the
paperwork, in addition to the data
kept on computer.
RECERTIFICATION IS COMING DUE!
The first class of CEAPs, which certified in 1987, is due for recertification
in 1992. Those people who are planning to recertify by exam are directed
to page four of the EACC's Recertification Guide for directions. CEAPs
who have elected to recertify through
PDH approval should turn to page 7.
THE SURVEY GOES OUT IN MARCH
How do you as a CEAP like the
certification process? What.do you
feel works well? What are your
complaints? This month, the EACC is
mailing a survey to all CEAPs. Please
be looking for it. Also, if you are not
receiving your mail from the EACC,
please be sure to send the EACC office
your correct address.
►~

A SHORT COURSE ON CERTIFICATION AND RECERTIFICATIOfV
of sure about all the ins and
outs of how to become a Certified Employee Assistance Professional (CEAP), and then how to stay
a professional? Here's apoint-bypoint explanation:
TO BECOME A CEAP
An application can be obtained by
contacting the EACC office, c/o EAPA,
at: 4601 N. Fairfax Drive, Suite 1001,
Arlington, VA 22203;(703)522-6272.
You will receive a "Handbook for
Candidates" and appl ication form. The
application form must be mailed to
Professiona I Testi ng Corporation(PTC),
the test administrator. The application
must be received by PTC on or before
the deadline date of the next exam.
1 CEAP candidates must meet these
requirements:(1)at least three years of
full-time EAP experience or a minimum of 3,000 hours ofpart-time experience over three years, (2) complete
and fi le the exam form,and (3) pay the
application fee of $200 for EAPA
members and $275 for non-EAPA
members. Also, beginning with the
May 11, 1991 exam, candidates must
also submit a "Verification of EAP Experience" form, also available from
the EACC office.
Persons who fai I the exam may take
it again without charge.

The EACC sponsors two certification examinations per year. They are
held at 27 locations throughout the
U.S. and at two locations in Canada.
See the "Conferences and Workshops"
section of each issue of the Exchange
for a listing of upcoming exams and
deadlines for applications.
The CEAP designation applies for
five years from the date it was conferred.
TO REMAIN A CEAP
Recertification can be obtained in
either of two ways: retake the CEAP
exam when recertification comes due,
or attain 100 Professional Development Hours (PDHs).
~ PDHs can be attained in any of six
ways:
(1) Attendance at professional-development trainings that have been
approved for PDHs by the EACC. A
good source of PDHs is EAPA chapter
trainings.
(2) Post-approved PDHs. A CEAP
may attain up to 20%ofPDHs retroactively (i.e. when PDHs are awarded
after the training event occurs).
(3) Hold an item-writing session.
The EACC office can provide details.
(4) Internal company training approved for PDHs.

(5) Completion of a Self-Study
Guide. These guides, which have
been compiled by National EAPA,
contain information on a variety of
topics. Each Guide is assigned a ContentArea. The CEAP learns the content
of the Guide sent to him or her and
writes a synopsis of it. The synopsis is
evaluated and, if accepted, the CEAP
receives four PDHs in the Content
Area assigned to that guide. Guides
can be obtained from National EAPA
at a cost of $15 each.
(6)PDHsareawardedtothetrainer
of a PDH-approved event. However,
they are apply only first time the
training is del ivered, regardless of how
many times the trainer presents it.
CEAPs will be charged a maintenance fee of $60 per year, beginning
the year after taking the exam. This fee
is in lieu of a "balloon payment" once
recertification comes due.
At least 60% of PDHs must be
attained in Content Areas 3 and 4,
which comprise the core of EAP
practice. The remaining 40% can be
attained in any of the six Content Areas.
The EACC office sends out periodic updates to each CEAP on the
number of PDHs s/he has accrued,
►~
and in what Content Areas.

The fol lowing are CEAPs with whom the Employee Assistance Certification Commission
has lost contact. Please call the EACC if you know the whereabout of any of them.
Robert L. Allen (Miramar, FL)
John W. Angelotta (Beachwood, OH)
Floyd E. Anthony (Columbus, OH)
John Archer (Tallahassee, FL)
Janet E. Bailey (Los Angeles, CA)
Kathleen E. f3aker(Srouffville, Ont., Can.)
Ronald [3arozzi (Honolulu, HU
Elisa Benvenuti (Whelling, IL)
Henry Bennett (Ephrata, PA)
Candace Bonney (Baltimore, MD)
Robert M. Borogren (Shawnee, KS)
John Brandon (Knoxville, TN)
Chief Brant(Omaha, NE)
Lynn Bregman (Santa Monica, CA)
Patricia Britt (Brooklyn, NY)
John L. 6rookett (Columbia, MO)
Charlene E3romley (Chicago, IU
Terence M. E3urke (Burnaby, 6.C., Can.)
Anne Campbell (Salt Lake City, UT)
Fidel Cardenas (Brooklyn, NY)
Bruce Chaves (Tujunga, CA)
Reva Chevron (New York, NY)
Marie Comstock (Riverside, CA)
Walker A. Cone (Puyallup, WA)
Barbara Gordon Cooper(Larchmont, NY)
Gilbert T. Cowdrey (Pontiac, MD
Peter J. Cove (Concord, MA)
Thomas J. Cramblitt (6altimore, MD)
Keith Crochiere (New Bedford, MA)
Clemmie S. Cummins (Houston, TXl

Deanna Dance (Baltimore, MD)
Bill Davenport Warthridge, CA)
Carmen F. Dieno(Vancouver, Q.C.,Can.)
Elizabeth Dixon (Seattle, WA)
David Du[3uc (Lansing, MI)
David Drinkwater(Newport Beach,CA)
James N. Ec:klund (Buena Park, CA)
Seth Ersener-Hershfield Wewton, NJ)
Elicia Feingold (New York, NY)
Ed Fergerson (Hixson, TN)
Carole Findlay (Riverside, CA)
Mary G Fletcher (Aberdeen, MD)
Donna Godin (New York, NY)
Janet J. Gourley (Concord, MA)
Maria R. Halbrook (Houston, TX)
Judy M. Harris (Las Vegas)
Ray E. Harris (Fallon, NV)
Ruth Helton (San Diego, CA)
Richard Hellgren (Cincinnati, OH)
[li O. Hibbert (6rooklyn, NY)
Linda K. Hisayasu (Toluca Lake, CA)
Mary N. Horton (Portland, OR)
Kathleen C. Jackson ([3loomfield, CT)
Jerry )ensema (Oconomowoc, WI)
Paul J. Johnson (Philadelphia, PA)
Warren P. Johnson (St. Louis, MU)
William Q. Johnson (ndanta, GA)
Merrily K. Jones (Los Angeles, CA)
Marilyn Kanter(New York, NY)
Judy M. Kaplan (Seattle, WA)

Teddy M. Kemp (Athens, GA)
Jolene M. Kent (Chappaqua, NY)
Joan V. Kinnier (Queens Village, NY)
Theodore L., Kys[er (Lincoln, NE)
Kenneth Kwan (Edmonton, Alb. Can.)
Cecilie A. Lacey (Kelowa, Q.C., Can.)
Randall J. La Fond (Newport, KY)
Joseph S. Leinmon (Baltimore, MD)
Joann Levy (Reseda, CA)
Stephanie S. Lloyd(Newport News, VA)
Lydia L. Love (Lafayette, Np
Vincent J. Lynch (Chicago, IL)
Fred F. Mah (San Ramon, CA)
Lawrence McCarthy Undianapolis, IN)
Sandra L. McMaster (f lagler Beach, FU
Henrietta Menco (Woburn, MA)
John M. Moran (Fort Myer, FL)
Alan L Morger (Las Vegas, NV)
Carmen C. Mucci (Philadelphia, PA)
Marla Munoz (Stockton, CFl)
Ruth A. Myers (Toledo, OH)
Donald R. O'Brien ([3oston, MA)
Steven J. Ojibway (Sun Prairie, WI)
James W. Osborne (Woodbridge, CT)
George R. Parker (Chattanooga, TN)
Michael Pauly (Colorado Springs, CO)
lames Pavelka (Tecumseh, MI)
James W. Phillips (Clemson, SC)
Sally [3. Philips (6rooklyn, NY)
Burrow S. Phipps (Vicksburg, MS)

Patt Platt (Aurzon, CA)
Charles K. Powell (Twin Peaks, CA)
Kathleen M. fZobinson (San Diego, CA)
Glenn E. Roderick (Cleveland, OH)
Linda L. Kule (Tulsa, OK)
Albert H. Sanders (Detroit, Mp
Susan S. Shaw U'ordand, OR)
Ro Sila (Chicago, IU
John M. Smith (New York, NY)
Sharon A. SL John (Liberty, UT)
Joan E. Standora (Brooklyn, NY)
Florence Stern (Brooklyn, NY)
Deborah G. Swinson (Charlottesville,
VA)
Judy Turnham (Bonbeach, Vicroria,
Aus.)
Maureen M. Tynan (Santa Ana, CA)
Douglas H. Watson (Wilmington, DE)
Kobert C. Well (Grant Pass, OR)
Joseph P. Whitaker (San Diego, CA)
Linda Wilkinson (f3oidder; CO)
Irvin E. Wilson (SL Louis, MO)
Barbara Wolff(Uniondale, NY)
Lyle A. Working (Papillion, N[)
Harvey F. Wurzburger(Springfield, MO)
Larry Eugene Wynn (Cleveland, OH)
Kate M. Zbella (Whitefish Bay, WD
Donna M. Zook (Riverside, CA)
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a~ ra..urner
on er ~ Ica von
andra Turner, CEAP is a founding
member of the Employee Assistance Certification Commission
and is its current chair. She has previouslyserved onthe EACC as chairperson for recertification. Turner was
elected as EACC chair by her fellow
commissioners last November. She is
the fourth EACC chair, succeeding
founding chair)ack Hennessy, Brenda
Blair and Dan Lanier. Turner's term
expires this November.
The Exchange recently asked
Turner for her thoughts on EACC activities. Here are her responses.
EXCHANGE: With nine new EACC
commissioners appointed in 1990,and
with you named as the new chair, the
EACC has for the most part been reformed. What are your observations
abouthowthe Commission hasgrown
and changed?
TURNER: In five short years, the
Commission's evolution has been dramatic. I remembertheinitial meetings
as a struggle for purpose, function,
independence from ALMACA, and
leadership within the group. Heated
"professional" arguments erupted and
at times it looked as if we wou Id never
pull together in the same direction.
Those early meetings were no different from the 1985 Annual Meeting
ofALMACAinBoston. Emotions were
strong both for and against certification of employee assistance professionals. Would the process serve to
exclude many who had devoted themseives to serving employees in the
1II
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workplace, but did not have the benefit of a higher education degree?
Would the focus upon chemical dependencyidentification and treatment
be lost in a certification process? How
would we set the standard for contemporary EAP practice?
Those and many other concerns
appropriately influencedthedeliberations of the early Commission. After
everyone's special concerns or interests were heard, we settled into discussing the common features of EAP
practice that are now expected of an
EAPprofessional. Withsomeguidance
from a few consultants and our testing
contractor, we made headway into
that task. It was stimulating work that
got metothinking moreseriouslyabout
the assumptions of EAP practice, the
broad range of program models,some
of which were unlike that in which
practiced, and the values and ethical
conflicts that frequently emerge for
EAP practitioners. It was an opportunity to view the breadth of EAP practice across the country through the
eyes of those 15 commissioners.
The Commission nowhas nine new
members and two vacancies, so only
four of us have prior EACC experience.
The new group is talented, sophisticated and more representative of the
EAP field. They represent a broader
geographical distribution, including
Canada. They come from different
EAP auspices: management, unions,
external consulting and internal administration. They serve different EAP
functions: administrative, clinical and
marketing. The diversity of the work-

place in terms of gender, culture and
ethnicity is also represented on the
Commission.
Even with our new representation,
however, issues come before this
Commission which have been raised
each year in the past; like whether to
award PDHs for leadership service in
National EAPA. The new commissioners grappled with that question in
a similar fashion and concurred in
saying "no."
EXCHANGE:Do you believe thatEAPA
and the EACC are currently engaging
in a mutually beneficial working relationshi~?
TURNER: Definitely yes. Dan Lanier
and I worked closely last year when he
was EACC chairand I was chairperson
for recertification. That good working
rapport has carried on into this year.
Dan brings to EAPA the perspective of
the Commission and, I believe, will be
certain to give us a voice with the
National Board. Already, he has appointed nine new members to the
Commission. Last fall, membership
on the EACC had attrited to 10 individuals. Dan has brought us back to
nearly full force.
Traditionally,there has been tension
between EAPA and the EACC. I strive
to remind each group that our constituencies are different. Fifty-seven
percent (57%) of CEAPs are EAPA
members, leaving 43%who are not.
The EACC cannot develop policies
that discriminate against those nonEAPA CEAPs. The charge to the
Commission in 1985 was todevelopa

credential for EAPpractitioners, notjust
practitioners who are EAPA members.
It was never expected that so many
practitioners outside ofthe professional
association would become CEAPs! In
a way, it is a wonderful business dilemma—tohave more subscribers than
expected.
Another source of tension between
EAPA and the EACC was the potential
loss of EAPA members to the EACC.
There was fear that EAP practitioners
wou Id select one orthe other for membership. But overall, EAPA membership has increased and attendance at
the National Conference each year is
phenomenal.
EXCHANGE: Each certification exam
continues to draw more than 300 candidates. Are you surprised at the continued high turnouts? What does this
tell you about EAPs and the development ofthe EAP profession?
SANDRA TURNER

And,states are beg i n n i ng to recognize
the CEAP designation as the state license required to engage in employee
assistance programming. This continuing high response has exceeded
my predictions, however.
EXCHANGE: The first class of CEAPs
recertifies next spring. What do you
believe the rate of recertification will
be? Are most people recertifying by
PDH accrual or exam?
TURNER:MembersoftheSpring 1987
class of CEAPs have been submitting
PDHs for recertification. [That class
had 1,562 CEAPs, including individualswho were grandparented. Ofthem,
about 1,000 are presently submitting
PDHs.] We can assume that those
individuals submitting PDHs will ultimately accrue the necessary amount
for recertification. But we cannot be
sure of the eventual total until the
Spring 1992 exam draws closer.
We are interested in knowing this
and other information about the current CEAP population of 4,320. Toward that end, a questionnaire has
gone out to all CEAPs asking about
theirexperiencewithcertification and
recertification, demographic information, experiences in employee assistance programming, EAPA membership,intention torecertify,and whether
they will recertify by exam or PDHs.
The survey resu Its wi I I offer a profi le of
CEAPs and allow the Commission to
better represent their needs.
EXCHANGE: What other issues are
currently on the EACC's plate?

"We want the
Commission to be
dynamic and flexible,
to adjust to
changing'technology'
in the EAP field."
TURNER: Currently, there are 4,320
CEAPs. This is a resounding, positive
response to the certification process. It
indicates to me the commitment of
these individuals to employee assistance programming as a primary professional endeavor. It also demonstratesthe response from business and
industry, which often recommend that
candidates for EAP positions be CEAPs.

TURNER: The Commission held a full
meeting this January to approve the
two examinations that will be offered
in 1991 to act upon several important
policyand administrative issuesfacing
the EACC. Several objectives are very
clear:
(1) We want the Commission to be
dynamic and flexible, to adjust to
changing "technology" in the EAPfield.
Toward that end, we have revised the
content outline that serves as the basis
for the examination and assignment of
PDHs. The six headings remain the
same, but the content within each is
described in a more clear, concise,
businesslike fashion. Each heading
has a few descriptive sentences to
better orient the reader to the content
of that heading.
This newcontentoutlinewill better
enable us to incorporate future en-

hancements to the practice of employee assistance programming. It
was developed by the former Commission in 1990 and approved, with a
few modifications, by the new commissioners in January.
(2) The Commission is intent on
verifying eligibility to sit for the CEAP
exam. Applicants for the exam must
now complete a questionnaire that
includes job title, description of EAP
responsibilities, dates of employment,
and names and phone numbers of
references. Theverificationofeligibilitywill ensurethateach candidate has
three years of full-time EAP work or
3,000 hours of part-time experience
over three years. Either of these requirements must be met before a
person's application can be accepted
by Professional Testing Corporation,
which administers the CEAP exam.
(3) The Commission also wants
better verification that training events
receiving preapproved PDHs are conducted as described in the training
agenda submitted to the EACC by the
sponsor of the training. Therefore, the
role ofthe EACC liaison, or monitor, at
each training event is being expanded
to report on the actual length of training, content discussed at the training,
and quality of the trainer and event.
Discrepancies between. the actual
training and the proposal originally
submitted to the EACC will be reviewed and acted upon, up to and
including revocation of PDHs, if necessary.
All of these objectives are directed
toward gaining better control of the
certification and recertification processes already in place. Now, with
several years of experience, we know
where to refine the process.
In addition to these objectives, the
EACC is expanding options for recertification such as writing test questions,
completing self-study guides and
conducting EAP training. We continue totry tomake th isprocess meaningful, convenient and cost-effective
to CEAPs and attractive to prospective
CEAPs.
We truly look for input from CEAPs
which can be submitted to individual
commissioners, EACC staff or at open
forums held during each of the national and regional EAPA meetings.
Nearly all of the revisions to the certification process have come from the
members' suggestions. So we really
i~
do want to hear from them.
MARCH 1991
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Muriel Gray on Education & Trainin~
ast November, Muriel Gray,
Ph.D., CEAP was appointed by
EAPA president Dan Lanier to
chair EAPA's Education &Training
Committee. She succeeds Daniel
Molloy. For the record, Dr. Gray also
sits on the EACC.
The Exchangetalked with Dr. Gray
about EAPA's education &training
plans. Her interview follows.
EXCHANGE: On February 8th and
9th, you brought the Education &
Training Committee together for the
first time as chair. What can you tell
readers about the direction of EAPA's
education and training activities?
GRAY: We see some processes alreadyunderway related to professional
development i nvolving both EAPA and
the EACC. The EACC, particularly, is
alreadyfar along in making ourfield a
recognized profession. In the work
world,laborand business isbecoming
aware of and utilizing EAPs on the
large scale. Professionalism is giving
more legitimacy to the work we do.
Our feeling is that EAPA's education
and training activities should be developed inways that complement the
head start on professional development that the EACC has provided us
with.
The first thing we did was identify
who our constituent groups are. We
see four of them:(1) EAPA members in
the EAP field,(2)EAPA members not in
the EAP field,(3) non-EAPA members
in the EAP field, and (4) non-EAPA
members who are not in the EAP field.
mentioned these groups in their
order of priority. We want to first
provide the kinds of education and
training opportunities our members
have identified as needing. Then, if
theeducation andtraining isofsignificantlyhigh quality, we have created 1
compelling reason for nonmembersto
join.
20
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EXCHANGE: Is the intent of the committee to replace the PDH training
process that has already been established?
GRAY: No. We consider the training
opportunities currently being provided
by EAPA chapters and other groups to
be very important. Our intent is to
help make the training better, perhaps
by providing technical guidance or
other means that we have yet to
identify. We also want to look into
trai n i ng programs and cu rricu I ums that
have either EAPA sponsorship or approval.

work, yes. As we survey the four target
groups I mentioned before, we need
information on their demographics,
determine the content of the instruction they need, and identify teaching
modalities.
The committee has seen that education and training has become a lot
more competitive and entrepreneurial. It is an area that many EAP professionalsspecialize i n. It raises questions
about what the association's role
should be, and this may become a
controversial issue. For instance,
should EAPA have an internal staffthat
performs the instruction? Or should
people be put under contract to do it?
How would the presenters be picked?

Or wou Id it be better to have an EAPA
"seal of approval" that trainers can
seek to acquire? Or can more than one
of these options be used?
EXCHANGE: How will these deci-

sions be made?

"...education has
become a lot
more competitive
and controversial."
Most importantly, we see the need
for a mechanism to help make these
decisions in an objective and rational
manner;a process whereby all entities
offering educational and training opportunitieswill beconsidered accordi ng to preestabl ishedcriteria. Th istype
of process would not exclude members who have excellent training and
educational products, nor would it
present any type of competitive advantage.
EXCHANGE: Can you be more specific?
GRAY: In terms of the preliminary

GRAY: Right now,there does not exist
a mechanism for protocols and procedures. The committee recognizes that
we need a mechanism for this, as we
are starting out much like the EACC
did in 1985. The committee is already
working on criteria. First, we plan to
use adecision-tree concept, and the
first part of it will be to identify a
protocol wherebytrainingentitiessuch
as EAP vendors, or colleges and universities, can submit a proposal to
provide training.
We also need a mechanism to reviewthe submissions, compare them,
decide whether the education and
training modality will be internal or
external, or both, and what EAPA's
precise involvement will be.The concept being proposed is one that will
provide a general framework to help
EAPA decide its most appropriate role
according to the resources and expertise needed to meet a specific training

need. In other words, it will provide a
framework to justify decisions regarding EAPA's role in any given educational and training activity.
EXCHANGE: Do you have any sense
of how smoothly or quickly the ~rocess will occur?
GRAY:Th is is an area where EAPA has
not ventured before, but we have sent
up two trial balloons that will provide
us with indicators. EAPAissponsoring
basic EAPtraining for interested people
in the Detroit area. Also, EAPA has
submitted an RFP response to the Federal Railroad Administration to develop an EAP curriculum for the rail-

road industry. These pi lot projects are
giving us some baseline data to learn
more about our capabilities and limitations. Of course, our capabilities
and limitations need to be considered
in relation to each educational and
training need and/or opportunity.
EXCHANGE: What happens next?
GRAY: The Education and Training
Committee works at the service of the
Board. The issues I've discussed will
receive a fu I I airing at the Board meeting in April. The committee meets
again this June or July and hopefully
we will have the guidance by then to
determine how we proceed.

EXCHANGE: Any final comments?
GRAY: All of EAPA's members are
very important, and so are EAP practitioners who are not members. The
association has moved to the next
generation of its maturity. With that in
mind, we need to establish the same
kinds of guidelines, criteria and protocols that we see in longer-standing
associations. Once that is done, we
will be assured that developing curricula, offering education and training
opportunities, and other still-unforeseen activities will assure us of an
inclusive education and training process.
i~

EAPA HELPS TO SUPPORT, NURTURE THE PDH PROCESS

EAPA

announced an ambitious
professionaldevelopment"Action
Plan" for 1990 in last February's
issue of the Exchange. But did it accomplish what it set out to do, and
what will become of its various components when the Education & Training Committee's plans hit high gear?
Last year EAPA's professional development activities accomplished
some very significant objectives, including:
• EAPA has a network of regional
education, training and certification
coordinators who channel information related to professional developmentbetween EAPAheadquarters and
the chapters. Significantly,each ofthe
eight regional coordinators sits on the
Education &Training Committee. (A
list of the committee members appears on page 23.) Most of the chapters have also assigned a contact personfor matters concerning education,
training and certification.
• EAPA's chapters are a major contributor tothe process whereby CEAPs
can accrue PDHs for EAP-related
training. EAPA headquarters has distributed lists of suggested PDH training topics to chapters for Content Areas 3 and 4, and will do so shortly for
Content Areas 1, 2, 5, and 6.
• EAPA developed "Self-Study
Guides," providing another means by
which CEAPs can obtain PDHs for
recertification.
• EAPA is providing professional
development training to chapter rep-

resentatives by traveling to the chapters astime and resou rces permit. Also,
as part of the chapter officers training
conducted by EAPA headquarters staff
at district and national conferences,
the PDH process is reviewed with the
chapters. Technical assistance is also
available to other providers of training.
• The certification and recertification processes are being marketed
through other organizations such as
the Society for Human Resource Management, National Association of SocialWorkers, and the American Association for Counseling and Development.
• EAPA and the EACC are working
more closely than ever before toward
the attainment of mutual professional
development objectives for the EAP

field.
EAPA's professional development
activities got a welcome boost in October 1989 when Bob Challenger,
LEAP, was hired by EAPA as its coordinator of education, training and
certification. Challenger works both
as an EAPA staff person and an agent
of the EACC, for which he is charged
with giving PDH approval (or denial)
for training proposals. His function
gives the two groups an open
conduit for reporting and information
sharing.
One and one-half years later, how
is professional development panning
out? Challenger says the recertificationprocess is becomingstrongerwith

each passing month, based on the
receipt of training applications. "This
year so far, training applications are
running at a level almost 50%higher
than last year. We processed about
900 applications last year and are on
course for 1,500 or more in 1991 ."
He adds that as the PDH process
becomes more utilized by training
providers, the approval process is becoming at once broader in scope and
morediscriminating. Says Challenger:
"Applications are coming infrommore
providers ofsophisticatedtraining. We
are also seeing a wider range of topics,
like AIDS, critical incident stress debriefing,managed care and eldercare.
People are more eager for this training
than when the recertification process
first began." He adds, however, that
PDHs are no longer being granted for
basic EAPtraining,whichinappropriate
for CEAP exam preparation but not for
professional development. Also,
training specific to the treatment and
therapy processes are not being approved for PDHs.
EAPA headquarters staff is also
helping the Education &Training
Committee perform some of the
groundwork that will determine the
association's future professional development activities. Challenger, a
member of the American Society for
Training and Development, is researching how other professional associationsdeveloptheireducationand
training programs. On March 22, the
Society for Human Resource ManageFEBRUARY 1991
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ment wi I l make a presentation at EAPA
headquarters about their training programs and how they may be able to
assist EAPA with developing ours.
Chal►enger is also in touch with some
institutions of higher education about

EAP curriculum development and refinement.

Chair
Sandra Turner, CEAP
President

Terry Cowan, CEAP
Executive Director
Workers Assistance Program of Texas
Austin, TX

Sandra Turner and Associates
Gates Mills, OH
Russ Binicki, CEAP
Manager
Employee Assistance Division
Maricopa County Department of

Personnel
Phoenix, AZ

EAPA's education and training is
improving incremental ly, and a healthy
working relationship has been established with the EACC. Even as the

Winston George, CEAP
Director
Chemical Dependency Services
International Ladies Garment
Workers Union
New York, NY
Don Godwin, CEAP

Richard Bollaert, CEAP
EAP Coordinator
UAW-GM
CPC Central Office &Engineering
Warren, MI
Carol Boone, CEAP
State EAP Coordinator
Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Services
Tennessee Department of Mental
Health

Nashville, TN

Chief
Occupational Programs Branch .
National Institute on Alcoholism and
Alcohol Abuse
Washington, DC
Muriel Gray, CEAP
University of Maryland School of

Social Work, and
Director
EAP Healthcare Institute
Largo, MD

Education & Training Committee
presses forth with the agenda that
committee chair Muriel Gray describes
in her interview article, EAPA has a
solid base on which future profes►~
sionai development can build.

George Grant, CEAP
Access Consultants
North Vancouver, B.C. Canada
Dan Molloy, CEAP
Director
Pension and Welfare P{an
National Maritime Union
New York, NY
Celina Pagani-Tousignant, CEAP
Employee Assistance Counselor
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Oakland, CA
Cynthia Sulaski, LEAP
Regional Manager
Employee Support Systems Company
Seattle, WA

Madeleine Tramm
President
In Perspective, Inc.
New York, NY

THE LONG AND'WINDING ROAD
March—Survey results are
published. Eighty-five
percent (85%)of 200
respondents favor a
national uniform
credential. Roman and
Blum's "Core Technology
for Employee Assistance
Programs" is published in
the March issue of THE
ALMACAN, i
~nuary—Credentialing
aestionnaire is published
THE ALMACAN for
embers' response.

)ecember—Judi Laws is
~iretl as ALMACA
;redentialing Specialist.
r—ALMACA Board of
ors votes to proceed
rtification.

September—ALMACA proposes
an affiliation with a
personnel accrediting
body, which would
administer a credentialing
test.
November—At ALMACA Annual
meeting, attendees reject
California begins plans
affiliation with another
for Knox-Keene licensure;
accrediting body. Board
desire to avoid government
votes to proceed with
intervention provides new
development of an "ALMACAmotivation for EAP
controlled" credential.
credential. ~

Spring through Summer:
(1) Credentialing programs
of other professions are
examined. (2) ALMACA,
represented by Tom
Delaney, Judi Laws and
Paul Roman, conducts a
"credentiafing road show"
to solicit feedback from
members. (3) ALMACA
chapters hold
cretlentialing workshops to
obtain addifionaf
feedback.

Octobe rIN ovem be r—The
results of survey to
determine EAP
practitioners' knowledges,
skills and competencies
were released. The survey
questionnaire was sent to.
the respondents of the
January survey. Of the 200
people mailed this survey,
106 responded.

April—Professional
Testing Corporation is
named to administer
cretlentialing program.
May—ALMACA members are
solicited for nominees to
serve on a credentialing
board.
June 1986—The San
Francisco Chapter develops
a working paper on EAP
curriculum guidelines;
submitted to ALMACA's
Education &Training
Committee and published in
THE ALMACAN.

November 1985-March 1986—A credential committee composed of
Board members was appointed by President Jack Hennessy, input on
credentialing issues was sought from chapters, RFPs were sent to
testing vendors who would administer credentialing, and credentialing
proposals were drafted for presentation to Board at spring meeting.

August—The term
"certification" replaces
"cretlentialing," and the
EACC is formed. Jack
Hennessy is named as
chair. He appoints 12
commissioners from the
list of nominees.
Commission identified six
"major content areas".

October—A Canadian, Chris
Bitten, is appointed to
EACC.

December—Education &
Training Committee
announces model EAP
curriculum.

Chair
Muriel Gray, CEAP
University of Maryland School of
Social Work, and
Director
EAP Healthcare Institute
Largo, MD

Don Godwin, CEAP
Chief
Occupational Programs Branch
National Institute on Alcoholism and
Alcohol Abuse
Washington, DC
Sally Harvey, CEAP
EAP Director
University of California
Academic &Staff Assistance
Program
Davis, CA

Steve Brown, CEAP
Employee Assistance Facilitator
L"~V Sateel Company
United Steelworkers of America
Cleveland, OH
Jim D'Artenay, CEAP
EAP Director
University of California, San Diego
Facu Ity/Staff
La Jolla, CA

Julie Honig, CEAP
EAP Coordinator
Tuality Healthcare
Hillsboro, OR

Ellen Searcy, CEAP
EAP Coordinator
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
Washington, DC

Jack Freckman, CEAP
Consultant
Nashville, TN
s

•

.

.

~

August— Brenda Blair is
appointed as second
EACC chair.

January-May—Item-review
sessions are held to draft
CEAP exam questions, and
exam is developed by PTC.
First CEAP exam is
administered on May 16.
856 EAP practitioners
applied for test exemption
by being "grandparented."
Of them, EACC approved 78°/o
of applications.

March—ALMACA's Executive
Committee approves the
EACC's recertification
proposal. ALMACA
establishes a professional
liability insurance
program for CEAPs.
April—EACC forwards three
Dan Lanier is appointed as new
recertification options:
chair. ~
EACC
PaY ment onlY. retestin9.
February—EACC modifies
continuing education.
recertification process to
help CEAPs accrue
candidates
May-778
pass
necessary PDHs.
the CEAP exam, bringing
EAPA announcesa
the total number of
"Professional Development
conferred to 3,091.
Action Plan" for 1990 in
~
October—EACC proposes a the Exchange.
recertification process by
using "professional
development hours," or
PDHs.

Spring and Summer—EACC
holds open forums at
ALMACA regional
conferences and the North
American Congress on EAPs
to exchange information on
the recertification
proposals.

December—EACC releases a
"Code of Professional
Conduct"for CEAPs.

~r'~

• Fxam date: May 9, 1992.Application de~clline: March 31,
1992.
• Exam dater November 14,
1992. Aj~plicationde~dlinc:
October 10.

•

,

January—EACC creates
Recertification
Subcommittee.

September—Over 1,500
candidates are conferred
as CEAPs—via passing the
exam or grandparenting—
during EACC meeting.

John Tuttle, CEAP
EAP Representative
American Airlines
Chicago, IL

CEAP EXAM DATES FOR 1992

Walter Reichman, CEAP
Baruch College
New York, NY

Phil Flench, LEAP
Industrial EAP Administrator
Division of Safety &Hygiene
Bureau of Workers' Compensation
Dayton, OH

Sandra Turner, CEAP
President
Sandra Turner and Associates
Gates Mills, OH

Virginia Young, CEAP
Chevron Corporation
Houston, TX

Rob Peters, CEAP
Peters and Associates
Denver, CO

T.). Elliott, CEAP
Consultant
Longview Associates, Inc
White Plains, NY

Jerry Stickley, CEAP
EAP Administrator
Cincinatti Bell Telephone Company
Cincinnati, OH

March—EACC begins
awarding PDHs for ItemWriting Sessions.
Regional education,
training and certification
representatives, who act
as liaisons between
National EAPA and the
chapters, are named.

May—EACC begins accepting
applications for PDH
approval at EAP training
events.
i

October—For the first
time, PDHs are awarded for
attendance at EAPA
National Conference
program. During an EACC
open forum,
suggestions/complaints are
aired about the
recertification process.
Bob Challenger is hired as
EAPA's coordinator of
education, training and
rarfifiratinn

January—EACC establishes
a "Resource Bank" for
future appointments to the
EACC.
February—EACC revises the
Content Areas to be more
reflective of EAP practice.
EAPA develops an EAP
curriculum for
institutions of higher
education.
A plan is developed for
EAPA-sponsored and/or
EAPA-approved education &
training. ~

October—Sandra Turner is
appointed chair of EACC.
Ten new appointments are
made to the EACC.
EAPA announces that study
guides are available for
accruing PDHs.
May 1992—First class of
CEAPs recertifies.
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WHEN Y0~[ NEED INFORMATION,WE'LL DO THE FINDING
AND PRESENT YOU WITH THE FACTS

EAPA's Resource Center is the EAP field's most authoritative
resource for complete information on any EAP-related topic,
During -1990, the Resource Center received more than 5,000 requests for information and technical assistance, and many of
them were resolved by information available from our more
than 100 Subject Search titles. The titles, listed below, are categorized by the six Content Areas that comprise the EAP Scope
of Practice.
Here's how to order. Check the boxes to the left of the titles you

'TITLE

PRICE

Work Organizations
'❑Drug Testing ......................................$ 1 4.00
❑ Drug Testing Bibliography ......................5.00
'❑Drug Testing Cost Benefit
Analysis ..............................................4.00
'❑Drug Testing State Laws ......................... 4.00
'❑Employer Anti-Drug Programs ................9.00
❑ Law: Anti-Drug Abuse Act
(Summary) ..........................................6.00
'
'❑Law: Drug-Free Workplace Act ...............6.00
❑ Law: Duty to Warn ...............................10.00
'D Law: Privacy Act '74 ...............................7.00
❑ Law: Testing Overview ......................... 1 1 .00
'O Law: Voc Rehab Act'
73......................... 7.00
'❑Law: Voc Rehab Act'74.........................5.00
❑ Management Overviews/
Barriers ............................................. I4.00
❑ Policy ............................................... 18.00
❑Productivity .............................:........... 1 I .00
❑ Wok and Famees/Child Care .............. 15.00
'D Work and Families/Eldercare .................6.00
'❑Work and Families/General .................. 12.00
'Human Resources Development

'❑Benefits/Manager's Guide ......................7.00
O Benefits/MFi, CD ....................................9.00
'❑Benefits Overview .................:............... 7.00
O Career Development ...........................20.00
❑ Counseling/Becoming, Training .............7.00
O Fitness for Duty ...................................24.00
❑ handicapped .......................................34.00
'❑Minorities ............................................21.00
❑Training of EAP Practitioners ................12.00
'EAP Policy and Administration
'❑Caseload ...............................................6.00
❑ Case Management .................................5.00
'❑ Casefinding .........................................12.00
❑ Confidentiality, Final Rule ...................... 9.00
❑Consortia ............................................14.00
Contract Services ..................................5.00
'❑Cost Benefit Analysis(how to) ............... 9.00
'O Cost Benefit/Cost Effectiveness ...........43.00
❑ Cost Containment ............................... 1 9.00
❑Cost Impact/Offset ..............................17.00
'❑Drug Testing/EAP Perspective .............. 10.00
O EAP Competencies ................................ 7.00
'❑ EAP History ...........................................5.00
❑ EAP Internal/External
(Assessing).......................................... 7.00
'❑ EAP Organizational Influences ...............6.00
❑ EAP Issues and Trends ..........................5.00
❑ EAP Models/Essential
........................................22.00
O EAP Models/Influences ........................34.00
❑ EAP Rationale ......................................24.00
❑ Ethics ....................................................8.00

want. Write a check payable to "EAPA" for the total amount of
your order, based on the prices shown to the right of each title.
Clip this form, or photocopy it, and mail it with your check or
purchase order to EAPA, 4601 h. Fairfax Drive, Suite (001,
Arlington, VA 22203.

`
'

Advance payment or a purchase order is required, but telephone orders will be accepted if they are billed to American
Express.

'

O Evaluation/Benchmarks .......................39.00
Implementation .....................................9.00
❑Incidence/Prevalence ............................6.00
❑Insurance/Health Care
Utilization .......................................... 18.00
❑Managed Care/Alternative
Therapies ............................................5.00
Managed Care/Cost Containment ............ 1 1.00
❑Managed Care/EAPs.....,.......................,,6.00
❑Managed Care/FIMOs, PPOs .................. 18.00
❑Managed Care/Overview ........................ 7.00
❑Managed Care/Utilization
Review ................................................7.00
❑Management Information Systems .........8.00
❑Marketing ..............................................8.00
❑ ryeeds Assessment ................................ 7.00
❑Pricing EAP Services ..............................5.00
❑Procedures/Practices/Process ..............14.00
❑ Selectin an EAP Contractor ..................4.00
❑Staff/Organizational
Development.....................................22.00
UtilPizationry Training
;::;;:::::;::;::;::::::::i::18,00
O
EAP Direct Services
❑ Aftercare ............................................... 7.00
❑ Assessment ...........................................6.00
❑Diagnosis ............................................ I i .00
❑Stress/Job-Related .............................. 19.00
❑ ~Norlc Site Wellness Promotion .............26.00
Chemical Dependency and Addictions
D Drug Types/Effects ......................,....... 14.00
❑Illnesses With Substance Abuse .............8.00
O Relapse ............................................... I I .00
❑Symptoms/Signs ...........,.......................8.00
❑Troubled tleaith Care Providers .............9.00
❑Troubled Professionals/Executives.,..... 1 1.00
Personal and Psychological Problems
❑Job Loss .............................................12.00
~ Mental Health ...................................... 16.00
O Referral ............................................... 14.00
Also of Interest
D Audiovisual Reviews ............................26.00
❑Contract Sample (Vendor) .................,...5.00
❑County/Municipal EAPs (List) ....,............ 7,00
❑Critical Incident Stress Debriefing ...,....47.00
O EAP Program Forms ............,.....,.......... 1 4.00
❑ EAP Salaries ..........................................5.00
❑Gambling/South Oaks Screen ................4.00
❑ nIDA Drug Testing Guidelines ................7.00
❑State Resources/Services .....,.............. 14.00

'New 75tles for 1991
''Ingredients
O AIDS ................................................... i I .00
❑COBRA ..................................................9.00
❑ ERISA ....................................................4.00
O Legalization of Drugs .............................5.00

'

'
Special Offerings
Fact Sheets/Com Plete Sets OniY ~•••••••••••• 15.00
Subjects: Absenteeism, Consumption
Data, Dollar Impact/Workplace Use, DrugFree Workplace Regulations, EAP Response, Employer Investment in EAPs,
Federal Employee Programs, Four Most
Prevalent Workplace Drugs, Impact/Job
Performance Measures,Incidence 8t Prevafence, Positive Consequences of EAPs,
Termination Vs. Treatment, Testing/Civilian Workplace,Testing/Military Workplace,
Workforce 2000

M

'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

Cost of Searches

$

'
'

non-EAPA members
add 50 /o surcharge

'

$

Sub-Total

'
f

Virginia Residents
add 4.5% sales tax

'
'

TOTAL

$

'
'

YOUR NAME

'
'

Membership Category

'
'

Organization

'

Address

'
'
'

Phone
'
'
'
'
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Maine: DT Law Requires EAP Services

The

delicate balance between em-

ployer freedom to drug test and
employee protection against invasion ofprivacy has been strained by
legislative activity in states throughout
the country. The Legal Action Center
reports that 11 states presently have
drug testing laws that apply to the
workplace. They place varying limits
on an employer's discretionary authority, however.
One state that has struck a balance
between employer freedom and employee protection is Maine. In 1989,
it passed a substance abuse testing law
requiring that if employers test, they
must have an EAP and offer rehabilitation for persons testi ng positive for the
first time. According to EAPA ExecutiveCommittee member Kevin Parker,
who works professionally as the State
of Maine's EAP director, "Employers
throughout Maine know that the law
respects everyone's interests. They
rememberthe wel I-publicized debates
and understand the reasoning behind
the lawmakers' decision. I believe the
statute real istical ly recogn izes the need
of employers to keep impaired employeesoff the job, but no company is
given a free hand to test people carte
blanche and fire at will."
Briefly, under the law companies
may conduct "probable cause," random orarbitrary, and preemployment
testing (in certain circumstances) if
these conditions are met:
• An EAP, meeting specified standards established by the state's Office
of Substance Abuse (a part of the
Governor's office), must be implemented incompanies with 20 or more
employees. Tom Hughes, the EAP
coordinator at the Office of Substance
Abuse, notes that Maine's EAP standards bear a lot of similarity to EAPA's
new standards.
• A written employee substance
abuse policy must be implemented
that has been approved by the state's
Department of Labor. The pol icy must
articulate company drug-testing procedures, EAP availability, and em-

ployee rights.
• Employers must use drug-testing
laboratories approved by the state's
Department of Human Services.
In addition to these conditions,
companies must recertify to drug test
every two years. The Department has
detailed laboratory rules that apply to
the collection and storage of testing
samples, the drugs that may be tested
for (alcohol is included), and safeguards for confidentiality. The -law
may be preempted by federal law, ru(e
or regulation and does not apply to
nuclear facilities or intrastate motor
carriers, which comply to other regulations. It permits collective-bargaini ngagreements with stronger employee
protections and preempts municipality drug-testing regulations. Violations and remedies are specified for
employer breach of confidentiality or
harassment.
THE PROCESS, THE OUTCOME
Maine's substance abuse testing law
did not come easy. It followed four
years of grind-it-out debate in the administrationand legislature, starting in
1986 when then-Governor Joseph
Brennan created the Maine Commission to Examine Chemical Testing of
Employees. The commission was
composed of people representing
business, labor, the legal profession,
the legislature, the EAP and treatment
fields, and laypeople.
Kevin Parker represented the EAP
field. "When the commission began
its study," he says, "its members knew
little or nothing about EAPs. It was a
long educational process in which
brought in a number of EAPA's Maine
Chapter members to explain EAP
theories and operations and their relationship todrug testing.
"We helped them understand that
people addicted to substances are sick
and in need of help. Everyone agreed.
When the commission concluded its
study at the end of 1986, the majority
and minority reports differed on the

reach that drug testing should have in
the workplace, but they were unanimous on the need for EAPs."
The next legislative session Included
a series of hearings on drug testing in
the IaborcommitteesofMaine's House
of Representatives and Senate. "Town
meetings" were also held throughout
the state at the request of commission
members on the pros and cons of drug
testing. Some of the meetings were
aired live bythe media. "The message
that kept coming across was one of
rehabi I itation and the the need for EAP
services," Parker recalls.
In July 1989,the statute was signed
into law by Governor McKernan. It
required that all testing programs be in
compliance by January 1, 1990. To
date, 13 substance abuse testing programshave been approved, with other
applications pending. Onlyoneapplication has been denied.
The Office of Substance Abuse,
which was created specifically to help
employers comply with the law's EAP
requirements, provides private companieswith technical assistance. "We
try to make EAP services as accessible
to companies as possible by assisting
them with program and policy development," says Hughes. He notes that
while the law has been beneficial to
EAP development, "we can assume
that there presently isn't a lot of drug
testing going on in Maine."
Parker believes the strong EAP provisions are directly attributable to the
Maine Chapter's public policy activity. Throughout the debates, EAPA
members consulted with the drugtestingcommission and testified in the
state legislature. "There is no doubt in
my mind that our educational efforts
were a major contributor toward the
balanced drug testing law we have
today," he says. "The testing issue is
still unresolved in a lot of states, and
the more that EAPA's chapters can do
to influence the course of debate, the
better the chance laws will be passed
that represent the interests of both
employers and employees."
C~
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EAPs, Education/Training and Drug Testing

EAPA's

headquarters has been
closely monitoring the federal
government in terms of policies
and programs it sets for its own personnel, as well as private employers with
whom it does business.
Technical resource specialist Scott.
Rothermel reports that federal agencies have implemented drug policies,
management training, employee education,anddrugtestingvirtuallyacross
the board. The agencies have also
required contractors and regulated
industries to include EAP elements in

their operations. The .chart shown
below, constructed with assistance
from )im O'Hair of Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, matches a specified policy or activity down the lefthand side with federal agencies listed
across the top.
The federal government has an impressive track record, five years running, for implementing anti-drug programming. The government's public
policy clearly reaches both public and
private workplaces—in the latter case,
those employers that do business with

or are otherwise regulated by the federal government.
Here is a brief rundown of the mandates set by the federal government.
Shown in parens are citations for related articles previously published in
THE ALMACAN or EAPA Exchange.
• 1986—ExecutiveOrder12564. This
order issued bythen-President Reagan
required employers to establish drug
abuse policies, EAPs and drug testing
procedures.
• 1988—The U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services published
;_

•
Department of
the Treasury
Agency
employees

U.S. Postal
Service
U.S.P.S.
employees

Department
of Labor
Agency
employees

Department
of Justice
Agency
employees

Department
of Energy
Agency employees
&regulated companies

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

d

✓

✓

✓

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

POLICY OR
ACTIVITY

OPM
Agency
employees

Department
of Defense
DoD civil
employees

Drug Policy

✓

✓

Employee
Assistance
Program

✓

Management
Training
Employee
Education

Department
of Commerce
Agency
employees

Testing—
Random

~

Testing
for Cause

~

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Testing—
PreemploYment

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Safety
Sensitive
Positions

~/

~/

~/

~/

✓

✓

~/

~/

Comprehensive EAPs are required in federal agencies but only
some EAP elements(eg. education and training) are required ofs
their regulated companies at this point in time. For companies
regulated by the Federal Highway Administration, for instance,
only an education &training component and an 800 hotline are
required.
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NOTE: In the Department of Transportation, Department of
Energy and Federal Aviation Administration, random testing
applies only to selected occupations. The same is true of the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, not shown in this
chart.

NAS
Age
and
com`

are Prevalent Among Federal Agencies
drug testing regulations for federal
agencies, and began a program to
certify testing laboratories.
• 1988—The Department of Defense
issued an interim rule (still in effect)
establishing aDrug-Free Work Force
for the Department and its contractors.
• 1988—Drug-Free Workplace Act
(December 1988, pp. 10-12; February
1989, p. 13; March 1989, p. 15)
• 1988—Federal Aviation Administrationdrug-testing regulations(March
1989, p. 15; January 1991, p. 29)
• 1989—The Nuclear Regulatory

~,~

?

Commission issued a final rule to establish fitness-for-duty programs for
companies regulated by the NRC.
• 1989—The Office of Personnel
Management issued final Drug-Free
Workplace regulations(as required by
the Drug-Free Workplace Act, above)
• 1989—The Department of Transportation issued a final rule on workplacedrug testing procedures for contracting orotherwise regulated private
companies
• 1989—The Drug-Free Schools &
Communities Act Amendments, regu-

lating public education institutions
(July 1990, p. 12; December 1990,
pp. 25-26)
• 1989, 1990, 1991 —National Drug
Control Strategy (October 1989, p. 8;
November 1989, pp. 10-13; March
1991, pp. 32-33)
• 1990—Americans With Disabilities
Act(December 1990, p. 25)
A matrix of federal regulations affecting businesses who are contracting with or are otherwise regulated by
the federal government appeared in
C~
the June 1990 issue, pp. 10-11.

•

NASA
Agencyemployees
and regulated
companies

NRC
Agency employees
and regulated
companies

DOT
Agency employees
and regulated
companies

FAA
Regulated
companies

FHWA
Regulated
companies

UMTA
Regulated
companies

RSPA
Regulated
companies

FRA
Regulated
companies

Coast
Guard
Regulated
companies

✓

✓

1/

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

NOTE:The Department of Labor currently recommends alcohol

testing at a blood alcohol content level of.04%. The Department
of Transportation and several of its agencies have established
legal limits. The National Highway Transportation Safety Administration (not shown in this chart) has also established legal
im its.

OPM—Office of Personnel Management; NASA—National
Aeronautics and Space Administration; NRC—Nuclear RegulatoryCommission;DOT-Department of Transportation;FAA—
Fecleral Aviation Administration; FHWA—Federal Highway
Administration; UMTA—Urban Mass Transit Administration;
RSPA—Research and Special Projects Administration (pipeline
industry); FRA—Federal Railroad Administration.
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Two States Report DFWP Developments

The

November 1990 issue of the
Exchange provided at-a-glaa~ce
reporting of state drug-free
workplace initiatives in operation or
in advanced stages of planning
throughout the country. Here are two
updates.

OREGON
Oregon Small Business/
EAP Initiative
■
This project seeks to: increase the
number of small businesses with an
alcohol and other drug free workplace
policy; increase the number of small
businesses that provide access to an
EAP for employees and family membersthroughconsortium development;
and increasethenumberofsmall businesses that help their communities
develop drug-free community norms.
Funding is being provided bythe state's
Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Programs. The Business Group on
Health, a subsidiary of the Portland
Chamber of Commerce, has been
awarded a contract to carry out the
project. The funding is being used to
establish approximately seven EAP
consortiums throughout Oregon.

Fightback Against Drugs
■
This is a private initiative of the
Oregon BusinessCounci)to help larger
employers establish drug-free workplacepolicies, includingaccessto EAP
services. The Council has established
six guiding principles for employers.
They are:
1) Set in writing a policy on the use
of illegal drugs. The policy should
prohibitemployeesfrom using,selling,
possessing or being under the influence of i Ilegal drugs nn company premises or during work time.
2)State as part of the pol icy that any
violation will result in immediate disciplinary action, which may include
termination.
3) Require applicants for employment to take and successfully pass a
pre-employment screening test for il2B
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legal drugs as a condition of employment.
4) Conduct screening tests for illegal drugs upon reasonable suspicion
that a current employee is under the
i nfluence of i I legal drugs or is i nvolved
in a lost-time accident. Where illegal
drug use may jeopardize the safety of
the employee, other employees, or
the public, it is recommended that
employers conduct universal tests on
anon-discriminatory(company-wide)
basis.
5)Provide the opportunity for rehabilitation to employees using illegal
drugs, either by confidential counse.l-

ing through an EAP or through a company-approved treatment facility. Encourage employees and employees'
families to seek assistance.
6) Establish education programs for
employees and employees' families
on the. dangers of drug abuse, the
company's policy on the use of illegal
drugs, and the rehabilitation opportunities provided by the company.
■
Contact: Jeffrey N. Kushner, Assistant Director, Office of Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Programs, Department of
Human Resources, 1178 Chemeketa
Street NE, #102, Salem, OR 97310;
(503) 378-2163.

CHESSER PROMOTES EAPs THROUGH
FLORIDA'S DFWP INITIATIVE

'n

our November 1990 issue, the
Exchangereportedon Florida's DrugFree Workplace Initiative on page 19.
The initiative is a government partnership with the Florida Chapter of Commerce. The Florida Chamber helps
local chambers throughout the state to
establish their own drug-free workplace activities, such as EAP
consortiums for small businesses.
One of EAPA's own has been donating his time to promote EAP development through the Florida initiative.
A former president of the EAPA Central Florida Chamber, Walt Chesser,
whoworksprofessionallyasEAPmanager for AT&T in Maitland, Florida, is
EAP chairperson for the Orlando
Chamber's DFWP program. He is also
speaking about EAPs at drug-free
workplace seminars sponsored by the
local chambers, with help from his
home EAPA chapter.
Chesser says the Orlando Chamber
decided to contractforEAPservicesso
its smaller members could affordably
access EAP services, in effect forming
a consortium. He helped to write a
request for proposals, consider the responses, and is headingthefinal selection process.
At the request of the Florida
Chamber's DFWP program manager,

Chesser is also on a presenter at semiWars sponsored by local chambers
throughout the state. The seminars
began in Februaryandwill run through
April. Prior to that, he also presented
at the NASADAD/NIDA drug-free
workplace workshop in Florida; one
of10heldthroughouttheUnitedStates.
How did Chesserbecomeinvolved
in the Florida Initiative? "They held a
program in Tampa several months ago,
going back to when Bob Martinez was
still governor. I expressed myconcern
that the employers there didn't understand the issue of drugs in the workplace, nor the function of EAPs. As a
result of that, I was asked to participate
in the seminars sponsored by the
chambers."
Because the Florida Initiative did
not have the money to fund his travel,
EAPA's Central Florida graciously decided to step in with a contribution.
"The chapter realized the importance
of the EAP field being represented in
these discussions,and has real ly come
through in the clutch," Chesser adds.
Chesser says he has observed the
potential for misrepresenting EAPs in
state-sponsored drug-free workplace
activities, especially since they may
be led by people who are novices
about employee assistance.
i~

REGIONS AND
CHAPTERS

Huron Valley Chapter Publishes Second SA Study
he EAPA Huron Valley Chapter
conducted a study in 1988 of
area employers to learn about
their attitudes, policies and programs
related to substance abuse. The resu Its
of that study, performed jointly with a
local substance abuse prevention organization called Leaders in Prevention (LEADERS), were published in the
June 1989 issue of THEALMACANon
pages 35-37.
The chapter and LEADERS teamed
upagain in 1990forafollow-up study.
L i ke the fi rst one,it targeted Washtenaw
County, Michigan, home to Ann Arbor. More surveys were distributed to
businesses in the second survey-740
total—although the overall response
rate decreased by 2%. Still, the 169
responses increased from the 124 responses of the first survey. The 1990
results were compiled, and a report

written, by chapter members Keith
Bruhnsen (Universityof Michigan)and
Robert DeLauro(Employee Assistance
Associates).
"The most striking feature of the
second survey's data is the similarity
with the first survey," the authors write,
with the exception of a marked increase in drugtesting. "Our data indicatethat there continues to be a broad
gulf between the ideas of EAP practitioners and the policies and practices
of Washtenaw County employers.
Could it be that Washtenaw County
employers and the EAP community
have very different perspectives on
this problem, because of a lack of
communication between the two
groups? Are employers generally mistrustful of arehabilitative approach to
alcohol and drug abuse as proposed
by the EAP and treatment communi-

ties? Dv employers see treatment for
alcohol and other drug problems as
ineffective and expensive, and part of
a general trend of skyrocketing health
insurance costs?"
The report has been distributed to
Washtenaw County employers and
recommends that employers shift their
anti-drug efforts toward EAPs and other
comprehensive prevention programming.
The information which follows was
extracted from the report. For comparison, the numbers in parentheses
are data from the 1988 report.
•Sizeofemployer. Small,orlessthan
30 employees-69 respondents. Medium, or 30-99 employees-34 respondents. Large,orover 100employees-67 respondents.
• Policy and Programming. Respondents with a workplace drug and/or

The Oxford Institute
at Hilton Head, South Carolina

Our 1~1ew
Center
Our 22-bed residential rehabilitation center for
chemical dependency provides a warm, home-like
atmosphere that reflects respect for each person's
privacy and dignity. More than eight acres of
beautiful wooded land and private rooms

contribute to the peaceful surroundings. For adults
over 18 years. Impaired health professional program,
outpatient and continuing care are provided with full
referral services.

Call toll free 1-500-726-4044

A joint venture of St. John Health Corporation, Detroit, MI and Hilton Head Health Services Corporation, Hilton Head, SC.
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EAP-29°/a (25%). Health promotionalcohol policy-63% (69%).
• Drug Testing. Respondents doing 30%.
Large. Drug alcohol policy-79%
testing conduct employee drug testing-28%(19%). Of the organizations (74%). Drug testing-51% (35%).
testing, 85% test for illicit drugs and EAP-64%(58%). Health promotion52%testforalcohol. Additionally,87% 17%.
of respondents preemploymenttesting,
The survey used by the Huron Val ley
46% test for cause, and 13%test peri- Chapter and LEADERS can be an effecodically.
tive tool for other EAPA chapters. Per• Prevention Activities. Respondents sons wanting a copy of the survey reoffering prevention activities/services- port and/or more information on the
38% (38%). Of the organizations offering prevention activities, 85~% offer

survey methodology may contact Keith
Bruhnsen at (313) 998-7500 or Bob
DeLauro at (31 3) 973-0606.

Joseph Hofmann,CAC,CEAP,who •,.vas
director of the EAP at Jersey Central
Power &Light Company from 1978-90
and has recently retired, received a
distinguished service award from presidentAnn Baxteron behalfofthechapter.
Also in attendance at the luncheon
were EAPA President Dan Lanier, who
delivered the keynote address about
EAPs in the 1990s, and Executive Director Tom Delaney, who provided a
reportfrom National EAPA. Riley Regan
presented a state proclamation on be-

health promotion, 72% offer wellness
halfofGovernor)im Florio recognizing
activities, 26% offer support groups,
November 1990 as EAP Month in New
and 18% offer Alcoholics Anonymous
Jersey, and spoke on the future of EAPs
meetings. Forty-four percent (44%) NEW JERSEY
in the state.
provide educational information to
Joe Hofmann was twice president of
employees about alcohol and/or drugs. CHAPTER HONORS
the New Jersey Chapter, in 1984 and
• EAPs. Respondents offering EAP ser- JOE HOFMANN
1986, and worked for years to develop
vices-32°/o (32%). An encouraging
the ALMACA/EAPA presence in the
note: of the employers responding to
New Jersey Chapter held its state. National EAPA salutes Joe for his
both the 1988 and 1990 surveys, 8.5%
second annual Awards Luncheon years of commitment and hard work to
of those not having an EAP in 1988 on November 16 in Piscataway. J. the association and EAP field.
i~
implemented one by 1990.
Type of EAP. External-63%(65%).
Internal-27% (13%).
"Call for Papers" responses are due!
Structure/Management of EAP.
Have procedures on use of EAP-79%.
The Call for Papers deadline, an- byMary Bernstein and Greg DeLapp,
Have a policy statement and offer sunounced in the February issue and will meet in April to review the propervisory traini ng onuse of EAP-77%.
by separate mailing to EAPA mem- posals and begin to formulate the
Offer employee orientation-74%.
bers, is April 1. At last check, EAPA final program. As more details beHave both labor and management
had already received substantial come avalable,theywill be reported
participation-48%.
numbers of proposals for presenta- in the Exchange. The final program
Types of services. Offer referral to
tions at the 20th National Confer- will expectedly be mailed to memcommunity resources-100%. Offers
ence, scheduled for November 10- bers in )uly and also appear with
off-site counseling-87%. Provides
13 in St. Louis.
preconference coverage in the July
supervisory training and management
The program committee,chaired
issue.
consultation-83%. Available for cri-

EAPA's

sis intervention-81 %. Perform supervisory/management training-79%.
Offer service to employee dependents,
in addition to employee assessments/
evaluations-77%. Provide short-term
counseling-75%. Average number of

sessions per client-3.
• Programming by Size of Employer.
Small. Drug alcohol policy-42%
(49%). Drug testing-7%(3%). EAP5% (15%). Health promotion-1 7%.
Medium. Drug alcohol policy76%(69%). Drugtesting-29%(30%).
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EAPA staff completes "customer" training
To help prepare EAPA's headquarters staff for the anticipated growth
in member services over the next
few years, Executive Director Tom
Delaney hired a consulting firm
named "The Leadership Edge" to
conduct seven weeks of training.
The training program was called
"The Customer" and trainer Donna
Engelsol conducted the program for
all EAPA staff members from last

December through February 5.
The once-a-week sessions primarily dealt with techniques for effectively communicating with and
serving customers—in this case,
EAPA members and fellow staffers.
The headquarters staff is continuing
to hold meetings to continue the
skill-building exercises begun during "The Customer" training sessions.

(3)Provide address information, detach this form (or ~
! EAPA's many publications are available for purchase
'from association headquarters. To order any of them, a photocopy of it), enclose with it your check or purchase'
order, and mail to: EAPA, 4601 N. Fairfax Drive, Suite
please follow these instructions:
~
(1) Check the boxes to the left of the titles you want. 1001, Arlington, VA 22203; telephone (703) 522-6272; ~
~
(2) Include a check or purchase order to EAPA forthe fax (703) 522-4585.
Prepayment or a purchase order is required, but ~
~ total amount of your order, based on the prices shown to
orders will be accepted if they are billed to ~
telephone
title.
Include
Virginia
sales
tax,
if
~ the right of each
'
American Express.
' applicable.
'

';':

~`

~

❑ EAP Association Exchange
issue ...................................... $ 3.00 ea................. $ 6.00 ea.

copies of the
(month) (year)

'

Individual Starter Kit Publications
'

'

O Standards for Employee Assistance Programs ................$ 5.00,..................... $ 15.00
O A Guide for Supervisors ................................................$ 3.00 .....,............... $ 5.00
❑ EAP Theory and Operations ..........................................$ 3.00 ..................... $ 5.00
O Legal Issues Affecting EAPs ............................................$ 4.00 .....................$ 6.00
D EAP Value and Impact ..................................................$ 3.00 .....................$ 5.00
❑ The Continuum of Services ...........................................$ 10.00 .................... $ 15.00
O Workplaces Without Drugs ...........................................$ 6.00 ..................... $ 9.00

'

'

❑Starter Kit (includes the seven
publications listed above)................................................ $ 20.00 .................... $ 30.00

'

'
'

'

'

O EAP Solutions to the Employer
Health Cost Crisis ...........................................................$ 15.00 .................... $ 20.00
O Research Presentations-1988 ........................................$ 25.00 .................... $ 37.00
❑ Research Presentations-1989 ........................................$ 25.00 .................... $ 37.00
❑Research Presentations-1990 ........................................ $ 25.00 .................... $ 37.00
O EAPs: An Annotated Bibliography ................................... $ 15.00 .................... $ 20.00
O Women: Alcohol, Drugs and Workplace Issues ..............$ 15.00 .................... $ 20.00
O Drug Abuse in the Workplace: Annotated
Bibliography (1977-t38)...................................................$ 30.00 .................... $ 45.00
❑Set of three bibliographies ..............................................$ 45.00 .................... $ 60.00
❑Directory of EAP Consultants ..........................................$ 20.00 .................... $ 35.00
❑International Resource Directory ....................................$ 10.00 ....................$ 15.00
O Certification Guide (one copy).......................................... NC ........................ NC
O Recertification Guide (one copy) ...................................... NC ........................ NC
O CEAP Training Provider's Guide (one copy) ...................... NC ........................ NC
O CEAP Code of Professional Conduct (one copy)................ NC ........................ NC
NC ........................ NC
❑Code of Ethics ....................................
..............................:
................. NC ........................ NC
❑ The Role of EAPs in the Drug-Free Workplace
O Be on the Cutting Edge of the EAP Profession ................... NC ........................ NC

'

Subtotal

'

Virginia residents add 4.5%sales tax

~
!
~
~
~

Total
NAME
WORK ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS
CITY

'

'
'

'

'

'

_

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORY

~
!
'
~

ZIP

TELEPHONE

~ For descriptions of any of the publications listed above, please call EAPA at(703)522-6272 to order a free copy of ~
~
~ EAPA's Publications Catalog.

EAP
INFOTRACKS

ON DCP Releases 1991 Drug Strategy

Each

January, the Office of Nafional Drug Control Policy is required to re-release its National
Drug Control Strategy. The strategy
has changed very little from last year's
update. The original strategy, which
had been long-awaited and received
extensive media coverage, was released by President Bush on September 5, 1989. An analysis ofthat document was published in the Exchange,
November 1989 issue, pages 10-13.
The following is excerpted from the
portion of the 1991 update that addresses the workplace. Important new
language is underscored.
NIDA estimates that 68 percent of all
illegal drug users are employed either
full- or part-time. These employees
create hazards in the workplace

through substantially greater accident
rates, low morale, and high turnover.
American employers are paying for
the added costs of employees who are
working under the influence of drugs
through their lost productivity, theft,
.and high insuranceclaims. In the end,
the costs are passed along to the consumer. The net result is that both
employers and employees lose: workplaces are not safe, lost productivity
translates into higher costs and lower
profits, and businesses' ability to compete in the national and international
marketplace is diminished.
Employers, particularly with the
support of their employees, can take
steps to combat workplace drug use
and itsdisastrousconsequences. There
is a growing body of evidence indicatingthat employers who institute com-

U 011~ S Human Resources Division has an opening for a qualified candidate to fill the position of Regional EAP Manager, Midwest Region. Reporting to the
EAP Manager, the Regional Manager will coordinate a wide variety of EAP services, and supervise 8-12 EAP counseling professionals plus attendant support staff.

ualify

TOC~
you must possess a Master's degree in a human services profession, plus clinical licensure(L.P.C., LCSW,Psychologist, for example). A minimum
of 10 years'clinical experience plus 5 years'EAP experience are essential; preference
given to candidates with EAP management experience. Also required are:
Demonstrated addictions knowledge; proven administrative, organizational and
supervisory skills; excellent verbal and written communications abilities; and freedom to travel.

Join a compan~ known for technical innovation—a company that cares
about its employees and t e environment. We offer compensation commensurate
with experience and credentials, plus an excellent benefits package.
FOr 1I11Y11eC~11tie CO11S1C~e~"dti1021~ qualified applicants must submit an application package including copies of all degrees, licenses and certificates,
a current resume, letter of application and the names offive professional references
to: Du Pont Human Resources, PSS-0037, Wilmington, DE 19898.

~...--'"
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An Equal Opportunity Employer

prehensive programs against drug use
can effectively address this problem.
A typical program ,includes five elements: awritten policy, an employee
education and awareness program,
supervisory training, EAPs,and, where
appropriate, drug testing.
Every employer, large or small,
should establish a comprehensive
workplace drug prevention program,
to the extent feasible. While all the
components of a comprehensive program are crucial, every employer, at a
minimum, should have a written, unambiguous policy regarding drug use
that clearly states that i I legal drugs wi
not be tolerated in the workplace and
that users will be held accountable for
their use.
It is encouraging to note that a substantial number of companies have
already established workplace programs. The Department of Labor's
Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that
the percentage of employers with a
formal written pol icy grew by about60
percent over the last two years and the
percentage of employers with EAPs
has doubled in the same time period.
Despite this substantial growth in programs, many small and medium-sized
companies have not adopted anti-drug
programs,although they face the same
problems as large companies with
drugs in the workplace. Manycompanies still do not believe they have a
drug use problem, while others argue
that implementing such programs is
costly and too complex. To address
these problems, the Department of
Laborand HHS will expand theirtechnical assistance and information dissemination efforts to assist companies—especially small and mediumsized businesses. In addition, NIDA
will support research to understand
better the impact of drug use in the
workplace and the costs and benefits
of various substance abuse programs.
Finally, efforts will continue to encourage companies to adopt EAPs.
While large companies typically have
established or contracted for the ser-

Establishments with Anti-Drug Programs, 1988
-~~;
86.8

~
`'"

Establishment Size
10-49
■
86.6
250-499
O over 500
67.6

vices of an EAP, smaller and mediumsized businesses have not been able to
mount such a program. To improve
their effectiveness, NIDAwill develop
model certification protocols for use
by the private sector or States for the
accreditation or licensing of EAPs.
The Federal Workplace. Federal
agencies continue to implement Executive Order 12564, which requires
the establishment of drug-free workplace programs, including drug testing. Virtually all agencies have implementedtwo ofthe three major components of the Federal workplace program:drug education and trai n i ng and
employee counseling and assistance.
For the third component, drug testing,
123 agencies have met the requirements oftheExecutive Order and Public Law 100-71 and may engage in
testing. Forty-five agencies, including
all butoneCabinet-level agency, have
initiated testing. The major barriers to
full implementation by other agencies
are legal challenges, agency obligations under Federal sector labor law,
and due process requirements.

To improve their
effectiveness, N I DA
willclevelo~~ model

certification ~~rotocols
for use by the ~~rivate
sector or States for
the accreditation
or licensing of EAPs.
The Administration's goal is for every Federal agency to have a fully
implemented drug program, including adrug testing plan, which deters
drug use among Federal employees,
alerts the government to employees
with drug problems, provides assistance toemployees, alerts the government to employees with drug problems, provides assistance to employees, and does not violate the legitimate constitutional rights of employees. HHS, DoJ, and the Office of

_
w ~;n
0
~ ~>~~

52.5
45.2
29.2

°~~'
~: ;_~~
~ ~
11.2

27.5

~3
EAP

Formal Policy
Drug Testing
Drug Program Con~~ponc~~nt
Source: Eureau of Lauer Statistics. 1939

Personnel Management will continue
to track agencies' implementation of
their plans. ONDCP will continue its
general oversight of this effort.
• Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988.
Under the Act, Federal contractors
and grantees must certify that they
have adrug-free workplace program.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission
has issued supplementary regulations
affecting its contractors, and the Department of Defense has issued rules
foritscontractors. The Administration
believesthatensuringcompliancewith
these regulations will contribute significantlytothegoal that every Federal
contractor and grantee establ ish a drugfree workplace. The Demand Reduction Working Group, chaired by
ONDCP, will continue to oversee the
implementation of these regulations
and determinewhetherthe need exists
for additional measures to enhance

their effectiveness.
• Model State Drug-Free Workplace
Legislation. In November 1990,
ONDCP published "Building a DrugFree Work Force," to help employers
in the public and private sectors create
incentives for employees to stop using
drugs and sanction those employees
who continue to use drugs. The Adm i n istration encourages states to adopt
legislation that conforms with the
model.
• The Private Sector and Drug Testing. The Department of Transportation has issued comprehensive drug
testing rules for its regulated industries
such as aviation, rail, highway, and

maritime. These regulations affectover
four m i I I ion transportation workers. In
the private sector, many companies
are making greater use of drug testing,
not just among workers in safety-sensitive positions for whom it has long
been common, but also in the general
employee population. A 1989 Gallup
MANAGEMENT TRAINING FOR
EIl4PLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

THE
DRYDEN
.FILE II
O MCMLXXXVIII Motivision, Ltd.

UPDATED WITH NEW FACES, NEW
SETTINGS AND A NEW ENDING.

24 Minutes
Available on 16mm Color'Film
and Video Tape (all formats).
Previews $25 U.S.
Deductible Upon Purchase
Purchase Price $495 U.S.
Plus Shipping

Motivision, Ltd.
2 Beechwood Road
Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530
Call(914)684.0110

ALSO ASK FOR A COURTESY PREVIEW OF
"EAP-AT YOUR SERVICE!" TO ENCOURAGE
SELF-REFERRALS. LENGTH:8 MINUTES.
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survey conducted for the Institute for a
Drug-Free Workplace asked 500 employees in 12 separate States if they
think drug testing is a good idea for
employees in safety-sensitive jobs,
factories, offices, and "your own occupation." Inaimosteverycategoryin
every State, a majority of workers
strongly support drug testing.
Drug testing programs should only
be conducted when high standards of
confidentiality and accurate are enforced,and only when an EAP is available for workers who test positive.
Experience has shown that employees
are likely to be more accepting of drug
testing if all employees are covered.
Texas Instruments has a comprehensive drug-free workplace policy that
requires drug testing for all employees, from the boardroom to the shop
floor. To assist in promotingtheestablishment of high-quality drug testing
programs, ONDCP will establish a
workinggroupto review national drug
testing legislation pending in Congress
and make recommendations to
achieve a bill that will address the
accreditation of laboratories. HHS
will continue to provide. technical
assistance on drug testing guidelines
and procedures for use by businesses.
Elsewhere, the National Dru~Con_
trot Strategy, recommends that the
insurance industrX improve coverage
for drug treatment, particularly for
modalities that have not traclitionally
been covered.

MEMBERS(~N
THE MOVE
PAULA L. BILLS,
CEAP has been
named director of
employee services
for corporate personne{ at Nabisco
Brands,
Inc.
Nabisco Brands is
an East Hanover,
NJ-based subsidiary of RJR Nabisco, Inc. Previously,
Bills was head of Bills Associates, a
West Orange, N) health care consultingfirm.
JOY THORNH{LL, LCS~N,
~'~~ -,,.
CEAP has been
~~
appointed direc`~;~.. `~. ',
for of employee
'
r"~assistance services at Behavioral Health Resources in Riverside, CA. Her responsibilities include developing and
implementing an EAP for this behavioral health services company. Previousiy, she was EAP coordinator for
Rohr Industries. Thornhill can be contacted at: 3752 Elizabeth Street, Riverside, CA 92506;(714) 275-8600.

EUGENE
E.
MIDDLETON,
CEAP has been
nameddirectorof
~.~'
marketing for
- ~.
Clear Brook, Inc.,
°~
a treatment provider based in
~~,
~''',
Wa l kes-Barre,
~ ~ ~~ ~
PA. He was previouslyaffiifatedwith Mediplexof New
York. Middleton can be contacted at:
1003 Wyoming Avenue, Forty Fort,
PA 18704;(717) 288-6692.

.~

WEITZMAN,MS,
„ LCSW, CAC has
.,~
' been appointed
president and
chief operating
~;.,'~,.
`~ ~
officer of The
Friendship Cor~,
~
'`" poration; a conr ~~' s _ ~ :~ ~' suiting and managementcompany based in Maryland
with codependency and psychiatric
programs in the northeastern U.S. and
Florida. He was previously regional
director for the Greenwood Addiction
Programs and outpatient clinics in the
Washington, D.C.area. Weitzman can
be contacted at 1-800-937-1111.

COCHT~N HOUSElCOCHRA~I~T CENTER
EXTENDED CARE PRO~P:AMS
For EXTENDED CARE, consider COCHRAN PROGRAMS. We offer:

~ Supportive Living
~ Family Program
S EAP Specialists

~ 1-1 Counseling
~ 90-1SO Day Programs
,~ Tutor
~ Volunteer Program

~, AA/NAlACOA
~ Employment Required
,~, Special Interest Groups
~ Complimentary Video

We provide an up-do-date lecture series, detoxification, relapse program and transportation to and from employment. A costeffective means to dove{op responsibility, the work ethic and a healthy lifetsryle for chemica{ly dependent males, ale 1 S and up.
1200 E. 1Sth St., Hastings, MN 55033
612-43?-4535 for informationlintake
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JAMES F. McKENNA has been appointed vice president of marketing
for The Mediplex Group,
hol and Substance Abuse Division in
the northeastern U.S. His duties
clude directing marketing activities at
Spofford Hall, a Mediplex-owned facility insouthern New Hampshire. He
previously worked at Edgehill Newport. McKenna can be contacted at
(617) 773-5588.

~n~.-S A~~o_
~n_

JUST A LITTLE
PROBLEM
THE PAMPHLET ...
•Encourages troubled employees and their
families to seek help from the EAP
• Now available in English, French and Spanish
• Special "Police" version also available

JIM GRIFFIS, CEAP has been named
vice president of operations for Resource EAP, Inc., an external EAP proeider based in Jacksonville, Florida.
He has previously worked in the EAP
field as for both internal and external
EAPs. Griffis can be contacted at: Resource EAP, Inc., 1046 Riverside Avenue, Jacksonville, FL 32204; (904)
634-1700.

~,..,

THE VIDEO ...
.Appropriate for general employee
education, EAP clients, and for use

+

in EAP Marketing

.Can be customized to include
logo and brief message
•Only 3-1/2 minutes in length
For additional information or to receive FLI'S

1991 catalog and free pamphlet samples,
please contact:

OSAP REAN NOU NCES
COMMUNITY
PARTN ERSH I P G RANT
PROGRAM

FLI

ti~
°''~~

FLI LEARNING SYSTEMS,INC
0 P.O. Box 2233 •Princeton, N) 08543-2233
(609) 466-9000 FAX (609)466-2333

:~~

~~•

The

y~d~~'~y a.~ro~~.,~ w ~~,a
R°;,.;~^. ,~ra~wy,ti ;~~-~-~ ,. ~ ~
~ ~v;~~,~o.~'~ ia~~~;;
Office for Substance Abuse
Prevention(OSAP)hasannounced
that approximately $22 million
J
'
availableto fund grants under its Drug '
Use and Alcohol Abuse Prevention
~ As announced on page 7 of this issue, the Standards for Employee As- ~
Demonstration Grants inthe Commu~ sistance Programs is now available free of charge to EAPA members. ~
nityPartnershipProgram. Thefunding
Also, members who have already purchased a copy should use this form
will support approximately 65 grants,
(clip
out or photocopy)to obtain a reimbursement from National EAPA. Bur ~
~
with an average award of $300,000.
~
hurry,
this time-limited offer has a May 15 deadline!
~
The grant program is intended to help
broad-based community coalitions
~ ~ I am a memberof National EAPA
❑ i am a member of National ~
EAPA and previously purchased ~
~ and would like to receive a free
plan and implement long-term stratethe StandardsforEmployeeAssis- ~
~ copy of the Standards for Emgies for the prevention of drug and
tance Programs. I would like a
ployee Assistance Programs.
alcohol abuse.
reimbursement of $5 for that pur- ~
~
Eligible applicants: Local governChase. Please note: We require a

~S ; Standards is issued free of charrye!!

ments or local nonprofit private enti-

cancelled check In order in reimburse ~_
for purchase price of the Standards.

ties actin$ on behalf of communitY

~

coalitions.
Application process: Applications

~~ Please send the Standards or reimbursement (whichever applies) to:

are due April 24, 1991. Application '
kits are available from the National '
Clearinghouse for Alcohol and Drug
~
Information (NCADI), P.O. Box 2345,
~
Rockvi Ile, MD 20852;(301)468-2600.
~
For additional information,contactthe
Division of Community Prevention and

NAME

~~
'

ORGANIZATION

~

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP
~

Send this form to: Standards, e/o National EAPA,4601 N.

f

Training, Office of Substance Abuse

~

Prevention, ADAMHA, Rockwall II
Building,9thFloor,5600FishersLane,
Rockville,MD20857;(301)433-0369.

~
~ ~ ;fro -~ -~.i ~~a n~ ,,~~ ~+ .~~ , .~~ -~~T~, ~r
f~ ~ r~;-~„ '- ', ., .; =.~~;,,
L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,.~

Fairfax Drive, Suite 1001, Arlington, VA 22203
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Extended Care/Halfway House
Adolescents/Adults

OPPORTUNITIES

OD

• Chemical Dependency/Co-dependency
• Sexual Abuse
• Eating Disorders
•Dual Diagnosis
• Relapse Prevention
808 Pitt Road •Scott • Louisana • 70583
• Vocational Rehabilitation
(318)896-3451

DO YOU NEED AN ACCURATE
ASSESSMENT OF CHEMICAL
DEPENDENCY?
Do you have fifteen minutes?
Substance /'louse ~ubtle Screening ~nventory

Easy To Take
Separate Codependent Scale
Separate Denial Scale
Economical
Demonstration and Training
for the SASSI Available at
Major Conferences and for
Individual Groups on Request

•
N

•

•
S

T

1

T

•
U

T

E

4403 Trailridge Road
Bloomington, Indiana 47408
CalI 1-800-726-0526
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CORRECTIONS TO THE
MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY
n addition to the corrections to the
Membership Directory publ fished on
pages 30-31 of the February issue,
here are five others.
LORRAINE GORDON, MS, CEAP
EAP CONSULTANT
DANVILLE PSYCHOLOGY ASSOC.
1II5 FRONT ST., STE. 204
DANVILLE, CA 94526
41 S/II3II-2035
JOHN R. NEARY, CAC
DETECTIV[ SERGEANT
NASSAU COUNTY POLICE DEPARTMENT
100 S. OCEAN AVENUE, #3H
FRE[PORT, NY 71520
516/II67-8398
HENRY J. OUELLETTE, CEAP
CODE 101.21
[MPLOYEE ASSISTANCE COUNSELOR
PORTSMOUTH NAVEL SHIPYARD
PORTSMOUTH, NH 03604-5000
207/43f3-29f3II
MARY SULLIVAN
EAP COORDINATOR
ASSURED HEALTH SYSTEMS, INC.
5301 DEMPSTER, SUITE 206
SKOKIE, IL 60077
312/696-6469
KATHRYN G. SIMONINI, RN, COHN,CEAP
MANAGER HEALTH SERVICES
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION
1111 SCHILLING ROAD
MS 7005 MEDICAL
HUNT VALLEY, MD 21030
307/SII4-5500

OPCA NAMES
NEW OFFICERS
he Occupational Program Consultants Association (OPCA) has
announced its new officers for 199092. They include:
President—Kristine Brennan,CEAP,
Executive Director, Lincoln EAP, Inc.,
Lincoln, NE
Vice President—Robert T. Dorris,
Jr., CEAP, President, Robert T. Dorris
& Associates, Inc., Agoura Hills, CA
Secretary—Bernard Beidel, CEAP,
EAP Manager, New)ersey State Police
Treasurer—Robert Partridge,CEAP,
Executive Director, Columbus, OH
The officers wi I I serve two-year terms.
OPCA, which holds its national meeting every year in conjunction with
EAPA's National Confernece, is a professional association for EAP consultants. OPCA provides a forum through
which consultants can address commonconcernsandenhancetheirskills.
Members have opportunities for communication, networking, professional
growth and advocacy on a national
level.
~~

CONFERENCES
AND WORKSHOPS

CEAP EXAM INFORMATION
• Examination date: May 11,1991.
Application deadline: March 31,1991.
• Examination date: December 14,
1991:. Application deadline: October
31, 1991.
For further information contact:
Employee Assistance Certification
Commission, c/o EAPA, 4601 N.
Fairfax Drive, Suite 1001, Arlington.,
VA 22203;(703) 522-6272.

EAP;4 CONFERENCES
The Western DistrictConferencewill
be held on April 7-10 in Newport
Beach, CA at the Hyatt Newporter
Resort. Thethemewillbe"Don'tMiss
the Boat!!" Contact: Mary Denkers at
(714) 754-2112.
The Eastern. District Conference
will be held on June 23=26 in
Wah'sington, D.C. at The Washington
H i Iton and Towers. The theme wi I I be
"The First 20 Years: Honoring Our
Past, Embracing Our Future." Contact: Cynthia Postula at (703) 6917110 or Daniel Feerst at (703) 5586536.

PDH-APPROVED TRAINING
SASSI Institute (Austin, TX), ongoing
seminars. Call Roger J. Knot at (512)
339-8942.
PALM,sites throughout California,
plus Chicago, Grand Rapids, MI and
Dyer, IN, ongoing trainings. Call
Darlene CastiIto at (213) 738-8864.
EAPA North Texas Chapter,Apri 11
and October 7 in Dallas. Call Curt
Camper at (214) 522-8600.
Upper Valley Medical Center/
Stouder Memorial Hospital, April 5 in
Dayton, OH. Call Janet Hobart at
(513) 332-8596.
EAPA Highlands (NY) Chapter,
April 11 and May 9. Call Mike Popp
in Yorktown Heights, NY at(914)2456300.
Johnson Institute, seminars with

various dates and locations, plus
"Summer Clinical Institute" on July
22-26 in Minneapolis,MN. Call David
Wilmes at (612)944-0511.
EAPA Northern Ohio Area Chapter,April 19, May 17,June 21,July 19,
August 16 and November 15, in
Cleveland. Contact Anne George at
P.O. Box 29388, Parma, OH 44129;
(216) 292-4340.
Christian Hospital Northwest,April
26 and May 31 in Florissant, MO. Call
Kathy Sharkey at(314)839-4300, ext.
5284.
Educare, Inc., April 26, May 15,
June 7. Contact Lori Singley (Educare,
Inc., Cherry Hill, NJ) at (609) 7512261.
CACOM, in cooperation with
Dundalk Community College, May 9
in Baltimore, MD. Call Catherine E.
Correnti at (301) 539-0872.
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Cochran House
DuPont
EAP Information Systems
FLI Learning Systems
Lifeline
Motivision
Progress Valley, Inc.
Opportunities
Oxford Institute at
Hilton Head
Resource EAP, Inc.
St. Anthony's Medical Center
SASSI Institute
Xpression Products

Taylor Manor Hospital, May 10 in
EllicottCity,MD. CaIlPamelaCausey
at (301) 465-3322, ext. 212.
Edgehill Newport, May 19-21,
Newport, RI. Call Sandra L Salvo at
(401) 849-5700, ext. 252.

OTHER TRAINING
Resource EAP, Inc. will present the
two-day training seminar "Basics and
Beyond" on April 5-6 in Portland,
Oregon and April 19-20 in Atlanta,

Georgia. Bob Appleby, CEAP will
present. Cal11-800-421-7327.

i~

SPONSORED BY: Resource EAP, Inc.
PRESENTED BY: Bob Appleby, CEAP, President
Who should attend:

What you will learn:

Employee Assistance Professionals (oltl timers)
Treatment/Referral Resources
CEAP Exam Preparation
Organizational Coordinators
Employee Assistance Professionals (newcomers)
College Professors
Union Representatives
College Students
Internal EAP Counselors

Comprehensive Experiential Curriculum
History of EAPs
Research, Development &Implementation
Models of Service Delivery
Role of the EAP Professional
Certification Examination
Current Issues, i.e. AIDS
Drugs in the Workplace
Legal/Liability
Ethics &much. much more

The training has been successfully
presented at these events:
1988 EAPA Southern Region Conference
1988 Metrolina Chapter Conference
1989 EAPA Southern Region Conference
1989 Florida Occupational Program Committee
1989 Metrolina Chapter Conference
1990 EAPA Southern Region Conference
1990 North Florida Workshop

April 5 & 6 in Portland
April 19 & 20 in Atlanta

$195, includes manual and certificates
Limited Enrollment; Call now for a reservation at 1-800-421-7327
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THE BUSINESS PI~GE

Having it Both Ways: EAP Vendors Can Widen Geographic
Reach and Have Consistent Service Delivery (Part 1)
xternal EAP firms usually market
theirservicesasnational,regional
orlocai. Nomatterhowtheychalk
off their marketing area, though, any
vendor that wants regular contract renewals with amulti-site company—
whether the sites be two or 2,000
miles apart—had better have the means
to provide consistent EAP services.
The internal EAP managers interviewed for "The Business Page" column of last month's issue (pages 3739) indicated that companies are sensitive to providing all employees with
the same benefits and services, regardless of location, and eschew any perception among employees of preferential treatment toward headquarters
staff. Thus,while servicequalityshould
be the first priority for any EAP vendor,
consistency in service delivery
throughout its marketing area should
run a close second.
According to Chuck Taylor, chair
of EAPA's Consultants Committee,
"Most providers accomplish this in
one or both oftwoways. First, they use
quality control mechanisms. Thesecond way is the outgrowth of a common business situation where a company in a city like Chicago has a
facility or a subsidiary in a distant
location such as Nashvi I.le. Unless you
are one of a very few national EAP
providers, you wi I I not have the readymade capability to service that contract. An EAP vendor, then, may need
to build business relationships with
other EAP providers who have an establishedtrack record and capabilities
similar to your own. In this case,
del iveri ng consistent services depends
on making quality business contacts
and then collaborating with them on
clinical and programmatic standards."
Because of limited space, this
month's column will consider the aspects of quality control that Taylor
refers to. The article will conclude
next month by looking at how some
EAP vendors are forming business relationships to serve multi-site companies with highly dispersed employee
populations.
3II
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CONSISTENTSERVICE bELIVERY
The emergence of the term "quality
assurance," or QA, in the EAP lexicon
suggests that the presence of an internalsystem to monitor program performance is not only desirable, it is necessary. Quality is an obvious objective,but consistencyoverageographic
area is endemic to QA development.
Jack Dolan, vice president of marketingand development for Managed
Health Network,Inc.,and formerchair
of EAPA's Consu Itants Committee,says
a QA process has three areas in which
quality and consistency need monitoring: (1) account management of
company clients, (2) clinical supervision,and (3) resource evaluation. The
larger the EAP firm becomes, he says,
the more important consistent service
delivery becomes. An overview of
Managed Health Network's QA proceduresappears inthe box on the next
page.

from client company
site to client
company site, an EAP
vendor must have
"consistency" as its
byword so that all
employees receive
services fairly and
equally.
Some mid-size and large EAP vendorshave created a new staff function
to createand implementsophisticated
QA criteria and protocols. The criteria
are primarily clinical in focus, and the
protocols usually dictate the methods
of record keeping and flow of communication among EAP staff members
andaffiIfatesorsubcontractors. These
protocols have helped to create a need
for data processing technology and
computer-generated statistics.

One regional EAP firm that has
implemented a QA system is Jesko
Associates, based in Arlington, Texas.
The firm serves all of its home state, as
wel I as parts of New Mexico and Oklahoma. In 1989, agency principal Joe
Jesko hired three people: a director of
clinical services, to create a QA
mechanism; a director of operations;
and a client information systemscoordinator.
Jesko Associates was originally
formed to service a major statewide
utility company with many field offices. According to Ginny Sprang,
Ph.D.,the director of clinical services,
"We would probably not have survived our infancy without acquiring
the abil ity to del fiver the same services
at more than 45 locations outside of
the Dallas/Fort Worth metroplex."
Jesko Associates has two service
delivery systems. Clients in Dallas
receive face-to-face assessments and
referrals through three local offices. A
less traditional system applies to the
remaining marketing area and features
centralized telephone intakes, followed by local face-to-face assessments. No matter where in the service
area a clientcallsfrom, clinical staff in
Arlington perform an "extensive" intake. According to Sprang, clients are
assessed for substance abuse, family
abuse, use of medications, and other
MH/SA conditions or behaviors.
A conference cal I is then attempted
with a local EAP assessor, or "network
provider." Jesko has l40 network
providers located throughout his
marketing area. The conference call
pairs the client to the network provider
selected to perform the face-to-face
session. If the network provider is
unavailable, s/he is called later by
Sprang and instructed to contact the
client to schedule a session.
In the assessment process,the intake
person at )esko Associates headquarters makes a recommendation on
where to refer the client (when appropriate) to the network provider
based on the phone assessment. Upon

meeting the client face to face, however, the network provider can override the recommendation in most circumstances.
Record-keeping protocols are also
used. A client chart is kept on each
individual and recorded by the client
information systems coordinator. As
standard operating procedure, the coordinator calls the network provider
after seven days to confirm that the
provider has contacted the client. After 21 days, the coordinator calls the
network provider again for an update
on the disposition of the case. "To
maintain consistent records, we use
the DSM-IIIR criteria for substance
abuse diagnoses, as wel I as a modified
version of the 'Cleveland Criteria' for
levels of care," says Sprang. Time
intervals are used for follow up, and
satisfaction surveys are mailed to clients eight weeks after initial contact,
with each new piece of information
being added to the chart.
One of the challenges for EAP
vendors with QA mechanisms is to
balance the use of standard criteria
and protocols with tailored programming to meet client company requirements. According to Sprang, Jesko
Associates hasacontactwith a national
energy producer to cover its employees in Texas, New Mexico and Oklahoma. The company has six major
divisions in the region, with various
operations, procedures and insurance
coverages. "It is a real balancing act
for us and we are careful not to cross
the'saturation point,' as we call it. We
have turned away potential client
companies a few times because it
would have been too difficult to
meet their specifications. But we try
to avoid this and will make compromises whenever possible," she says.
Sprang anticipates that asoon-to~beinstalled computer package for staff
members and network providers will
increase Jesko Associates' ability to
meet client company demand without
grinding normal EAP operations to a

halt.

Notwithstandingtheidiosyncrasies
of each contract,from client company
site to client company site an EAP

vendor must have "consistency" as its
byword so that all employees receive
C~
services fairly and equally.

MHN's Quality Assurance Procedures

1

ack Dolan, vice president of marketing and development for Managed
Health Network, Inc., a national EAP and managed care provider, says
that ongoing, systematic quality assurance (QA) procedures provide an
effective internal tool for measuring the quality of work by EAP staff and
assessors, and thus consistent performance throughout the firm's marketing
area. The following highlights MHN's QA systems:

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
Each EAP account is staffed by a clinical account manager (CAM), a staff
licensed clinician who manages the
account, both administrative and
clinically. This assures that each account receives a consistent level of
service. Moreover, CAMS are also one
of the first steps in QA in that they can
follow up with a member regarding the
referral and take action, if needed. The
CAM can clinically intervene to ensure
the member accesses the care s/he
needs. The CAM can also evaluate the
referral the member is given.
MHN uses several methods of ensuring the quality of service CAMS
provide:
Individual supervisory review. CAMS
review current clinical cases and account activities with their supervisors
on a weekly basis.
Account management meetings. Accountstaff meets weekly to review and
discussclientEAPadministrationissues.
Clinicalcaseconferences. Accountstaff
meets weekly to discuss cases EAP
consultations with client company
managers or supervisors, critical incident debriefings, brown-bag lunch
seminars, and job performance referra I s.
CLINICAL SUPERVISION
The centerpiece of MHN's clinical QA
program is the EAP chart audit. Four

percent of each office's EAP charts are
audited every month to monitor assessors' strengths and accuracy in providing EAP assessments, and a rating is
given for the quality of the work done.
Each office is provided with a rating
guide that details preapproved and
standardized measurements, thereby
minimizingthe subjectivity ofthe auditors. MHN audits assessors according
to administrative procedures, clinical
measures, follow up, confidentiality,
referrals and other aspects.
This system, in addition to regular
clinical supervisory reviews and weekly
case conferences by peers and senior
clinicians, consistently monitors the
quality of services nationwide, and on
an ongoing basis.
Most importantly, information recorded through all of these QA procedures is fed back into the appropriate
MHN channel, whether it be the Provider Relations Department or the appropriate branch office. This feedback
ensures that appropriate measures are
taken to address issues that may arise,
and any improvements that are needed
to MHN's EAP services are being made.
RESOURCE EVALUATION
As equally important as monitoring the
consistent delivery of the EAP own
services is monitoring treatment providers to which it refers. Every time a
referral is made, the resource is reevaluated for appropriateness.
MHN continues this resource
evaluation as a part of its follow-up
process with clients.
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New!

•Easy to learn and use •Fool-proof data entry validations
• €valuates ali :activities of clients, counselors, providers and
supervisors •Simple, logical, professionally-designed forms
• Multiple security,controls •Automatic follow-up reminders
•Many pre-designed reports plus nearly unlimitechuser-defined
analytic capabilities •Data freely exportable for special studies
• Easy-to-reach phone support •Numerous case management
guides • On-screen help ~ Understandable manual
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Call for a demo
time at the Western
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